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1. What is the number and what mathematics is really about 

In this chapter I would like to introduce the concept of a number. I want to show a 
method how we can conceptualize a number in order to actually understand what is it.  
 
This introduction should provide multiple benefits for anyone interested in deeper, more 
fundamental understanding of mathematics. It can provide answers about what exactly is 
the subject of investigation and research in mathematics, what mathematics is all about. 
 
The explanation of a number concept definition can be a useful and effective starting 
point for all those creative minds who ask “why mathematics?” “what for we have to 
calculate all that?”, and “what is the number actually?”. 
 
Let’s say, to start with, that we can conceptually, visually, or in our minds, distinguish 
objects among themselves, and that we can, and then that we want, to count those distinct 
objects.  
 
When we, for whatever reason, group objects into some collections (they don’t have to be 
of the same kind nor similar at all), we can be in a position to determine which collection 
has more objects, if we want to. Don’t forget, we don’t have defined yet any concept of 
numbers, i.e. labels, names for counts that reflect the size of a collection, it’s number of 
elements.  
 
How, then, we can determine which set, which collection has more elements, objects?  
 
The essential method is to compare collections of objects by pairing, matching, elements 
from one collection, with elements, objects from another collection. Pairing has to be, 
obviously, one to one.   
 
Let’s say, we have a set of apples and set of pencils, as shown in the  
Picture 1. We want to find out the number of elements in each set. 
 
We can start first by determining which, if any, set has more elements.  
 
In order to do that,  we only need to match, to pair, one object from one set with an object  
from another set. If no objects are left unmatched then two sets have the same number of 
elements. As we can see in the Picture 1, by pairing apples and pencils, no objects are left 
unmatched, hence these two sets have the same number of elements. We do not have the 
name yet for that count, for that number, but, the good thing is we know what we are 
talking about! We are talking about certain number of elements, defined by the exact 
match of two collections. That property is what we are after! That “numberness” is what 
we are looking for to capture and define. 
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Now, note one very interesting thing. If we replace apples with pears, and pair, match 
every pear with every pencil, we can see that the match is again achieved! The pairs are 
again complete and no pears or pencils are left unmatched. Hence, these two collections, 
two sets, have the same number of elements. Now, let’s introduce another collection of 
objects, say watches. Pair the watches with pears. As we can see it’s the same count, 
complete match, hence the same number of elements. Note very, very interesting 
observation here! No matter what objects we are matching, as long as the match is one to 
one, and as long as the pairing is complete, we have the same number of elements in two 
collections.  
 
It is this property, this “numberness”, common in pairing two sets, that we call a number. 
You see, no matter what kind of objects are in two sets, if they match, that property, is the 
actual number. That is the concept of a number! It is, at this point, completely arbitrary 
how we are going to label this numerical concept we have just discovered and defined. 
Word, symbol, reference for it is completely arbitrary. In English, it is called number five, 
and the numeric symbol is 5. Label for our new concept is really of very minor 
significance at this point. The concept of a number we obtained is way more important 
than the tag, than the curvy trail of ink on the paper we use to reference it. What is 
important is what the trail of ink on paper represents and not ink itself.  
 
Let’s go back to our quantification adventure. Of course, we could start with three object 
and obtain number three, or seven objects, and obtain number seven, etc. Notice how we, 
now, have this set property to work with, set property related to its number of elements, 
the quantity of objects, that we have abstracted from any two sets of objects, that we can 
call a number, or a count! That’s the actual concept of a number. Notice, also, how 
“number” in its essence, is not even a noun, but more like an adjective, that describes 
“quantitative” aspect of two sets, the number of paired elements of two collections. 
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Picture 1. One example of number conceptualization. 
 
 
As long as we know that these labels, symbols, 1,2,3,…represent that property of one to 
one pairing between the elements of two sets (with the goal to determine if they have the 
same number of elements) we are on a good path to work with numbers and 
quantification. 
 
You may ask at this point “well, I don’t always see two sets when I count objects of one 
set, I just count them without any pairing with the elements of another set”. Good 
question! What you actually do, by, say, counting CDs, or lemons, in your collection, is 
matching them with the set of natural numbers in your mind, which is completely ok. 
But, note, you have natural numbers at your disposal to use them for counting other 
objects, while in our previous explanation we are actually just defining the numbers! We 
were after very definition of a number. Once the numbers are defined, as we did for 
number five, you can use that number five and others in counting any kind of objects! 
 
Look at that number five, the universal count of five, for any kind of objects. One more 
interesting conclusion follows. You see, how at this point, we can deal with counts only! 
We can deal with a count 3 and a count 5, which we call a number 3 and a number 5, 
regardless which objects they represent count of! If we want to add them, it will always 
be 3 + 5 = 8, no matter what we have counted! Apples, pears, cherries, lemons, their 
taste, texture, color, cannot change the numerical result 3 + 5 = 8. That’s one of the 
beautiful sides of mathematics. The search for truth. And this is exactly what pure math is 
about!  
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From the application point of view, we, now, can use our generalized knowledge that 3 + 
5 = 8, and utilize it any real world situation, for instance, if we have 3 cars and we buy 5 
more cars we will have 8 cars.  
 
Note that “purity” of math is just related to the fact that we do not care what we have just 
counted. We were only interested in adding, subtracting, dividing, pure counts, pure 
numbers we have abstracted from real world objects counted.  
 
Mathematicians have an exotic term for the number of elements in a set, for the set’s size 
– it’s cardinality of a set. 
 
You may ask “I can just start counting and continue counting objects without putting 
them into any set. I can even stop counting at any arbitrary time and still get a count, 
without specifying any set”. It is actually completely true. You don’t have to have 
defined set first then count elements within it to obtain a number. Technically, you are 
forming set “on the go”, set that whose elements can be defined as “anything I can see 
around me I can put in set and count right then and there”.  
 
The question is also interesting from another point of view. In slightly different approach, 
you can start with number 5 and then count any object you see around until you complete 
five counts. You see, at this point, you used pure math in real world scenarios, perhaps 
even unconsciously! You started with a pure number five, and it was up to you what are 
you going to count. Of course in physics, engineering, economics, trading, it matters what 
you count! That’s why we have to drag units beside pure numbers to remind us what we 
have counted and what we may want to count when we go back from pure mathematical 
application to real world. More about that in a second. 
 
If we want to mix pure math and real world scenarios and objects we are counting, it’s 
easy, but, of course, it has to be carefully done! We can just put a small letter beside the 
number, to keep track what we have counted. Hence, in physics we have 3m + 5m = 8m, 
for distance, length in meters. Then, also we can put 3 apples + 5 apples = 8 apples in 
agriculture studies. We essentially do two steps here, during the additions of real objects. 
When we want to add 3m + 5m, we actually separate pure numbers from the meters 
counted, we enter with these two numbers the world of pure math, where we do 
calculation of numbers only, 2 + 3 = 8, and then we go back to real world of meters 
(because we have those small letters to remind us what we have counted) with the result 
8, and associate the name of the object, in this case it’s a physical unit of length, or 
distance, which is meter, (m), to the number 8. And, voila, we have just used pure math 
in the real world application! 
 

2. More About the Concept of a Set and of a Number 

For instance, let's take a look at the cars on a highway, apples on a table, coffee cups in a 
coffee shop, pears in a basket. Without our intellect initiative, our thought action, will, 
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our specific direction of thinking, objects will sit on the table or in their space, physically 
undisturbed and conceptually unanalyzed. They are and will be apples, cars, coffee cups, 
pears. But then, on the other hand, we can think of them in any way we wish. We can 
think how we feel about them, are they edible, we can think about theory of color, their 
social value, utility value, psychological impressions they make. We can think of them in 
any way we want or find interesting or useful, or we can think of them for amusement 
too. They are objects in the way they are and they need not to be members of any set, i.e. 
we don’t need to count them. 

Now, imagine that our discourse of thought is to start thinking of them in terms of groups 
or collections, what whatever reason. Remember, it's just came to our mind that we can 
think of objects in that way. The fact that the apples are on the table and it looks like they 
are in a group is just a coincidence. We want to form a collection of objects in our mind. 
Hence, apples on a table are not in a group, in a set yet. They are just spatially close to 
each other. Objects are still objects, with infinite number of conceptual contexts we can 
put them in. 

Again, one of the ways to think about them is to put them in a group, for whatever reason 
we find! We do not need to collect into group only similar objects, like, only apples or 
only cars. Set membership is not always dictated by common properties of objects. Set 
membership is defined in the way we want to define it! For example, we can form set of 
all objects that has no common property! We can form a group of any kind of objects, if 
our criterion says so. We can even be just amused to group objects together in our mind. 
Hence, the set can be specified as “all objects we are amused to put together”. Like, one 
group of a few apples, a car, and several coffee cups. Or, a collection of apples only. Or, 
another collection of cars and coffee cups only. All in our mind, because, from many 
directions of thinking we have chosen the one in which we put objects together into a 
collection. 

Without our initiative, our thought action, objects will float around by themselves, 
classified or not, and without being member of any set! Objects are only objects. It is us 

who grouped them into sets, in our minds. In reality, they are still objects, sitting on 
the table, driven around on highways, doing other function that are intrinsic to them or 
they are designed for, or they are analyzed in any other way or within another scientific 
field. 

Since, as we have seen, we invented, discovered a direction of thinking which did not 
exist just a minute ago, to think of objects in a group, we may want to proceed further 
with our analysis.  

Roughly speaking, with the group, collection of objects we have introduced a concept of 
a set. Note how arbitrary we even gave name to our new thought that resulted in grouping 
objects into collections. We had to label it somehow. Let's use the word set! 

Now, if we give a bit more thought into set, we can see that set can have properties even 
independent of objects that make it. Of course, for us, in real world scenarios, and set 
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applications, it is of high importance whether we counted apples or cars. We have to keep 
tracks what we have counted. However, there are properties of sets that can be used for 
any kind of counted objects. Number of elements in a set is such one property. If we play 
more with counts and number of elements in a set we can discover quite interesting 
things. Three objects plus six objects is always nine objects, no matter what we have 
counted!  The result 3 + 6 = 9 we can use in any set of objects imaginable, and it will 
always be true. Now, we can see that we can deal with numbers only, discover rules 
about them, in this case related to addition that can be used for any objects we may count. 

Every real world example for mathematics can generate mathematical concepts, mainly 
sets, numbers, sets of numbers, pair of numbers. Once obtained, all these pure math 
concepts can be, and are, analyzed independently from real world and situations. They 
can be analyzed in their own world, without referencing any real world object or scenario 
they have been motivated with or that might have generate them, or any real world 
example they are abstracted from. How, then, conception of the math problems come into 
realization, if the real world scenarios are eliminated, filtered out? Roughly speaking, you 
will use word “IF” to construct starting points. Note that this word “IF” replaces real 
world scenarios by stipulating what count or math concept is “given” as the starting 
point.  

But, it is to expect. Since a number 5 is an abstracted count that represents a number of 
any objects as long as there are 5 of them, we can not, by looking at number 5, tell which 
objects they represent. And we do not need to that since we investigate properties of sets 
and numbers between themselves, like their divisibility, which number is bigger, etc. All 
these pure number properties are valid for any objects we count and obtain that number! 
Quite amazing! 

Moreover, even while you read a book in pure math like "Topology Fundamentals" or 
"Real Variable Analysis" or "Linear Algebra" you can be sure that every set, every 
number, every set of numbers mentioned in their axioms and theorems can represent 
abstracted quantity, common count, and abstracted number of millions different objects 
that can be counted, measured, quantified, and that have the same count denoted by the 
number you are dealing with. Hence you can learn math in the way of thinking only of 
pure numbers or sets, as a separate concepts from real world objects, knowing they are 
abstraction of so many different real world, countable objects or quantifiable processes 
(with the same, common count), or, you can use, reference, some real world examples as 
helper framework, so to speak, to illustrate some of pure mathematical relationships, 
numbers, and sets, while you will still be dealing, really, with pure numbers and sets. 

There may be, also, a question, why it is important to discover properties of 
complements, unions, intersections, of sets, at all? These concepts look so simple, so 
obvious, how such a simple concepts can be applied to so many complex fields?  

Let’s find out! Looking at sets, there is really only a few things you can do with them. 
You can create their unions, intersections, complements, and then find out their 
cardinalities, i.e. sizes of sets, how many elements are there in a set. There is nothing else 
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there. Note how, in math, it is sufficient to declare sets that are different from each other, 
separate from each other. You don’t have to elaborate what are the sets of, in 
mathematics. You do not even need to use labels for sets, A, B, C,… It’s sufficient to 
imagine two (or more) different sets. In mathematics, there are no apples, meters, pears, 
cars, seconds, kilograms, etc. So, if we remove all the properties of these objects, what 
properties are left to work with sets then? Now, note one essential thing here! By working 
with sets only, by creating unions, complements, intersections of sets, you obtain their 
different cardinalities. And, in most cases, we are after these cardinalities in set theory, 
as one of the major properties of sets, and hence in mathematics. Roughly speaking, 
cardinality is the size of a set, but also, after some definition polishing, it represents a 
definition of a number too. Hence, if we get a good hold on union, complement, 
intersection constructions and identity when working with sets, we have a good hold on 
their cardinalities and hence counts and numbers. And, again, that's what we are after, in 
general, in mathematics! 

As for real world examples, you may ask, how distant is set theory or pure mathematical, 
number theory from real world applications? Not distant at all. Remember the fact how 
we obtained a number? A number is an abstraction of all counted objects with the same 
count, of all sets of objects with the same number of elements (apples, cars, rockets, 
tables, coffee cups, etc). Hence, the result we have obtained by dealing with each pure, 
abstracted number can be immediately applied to real world by deciding what that count 
represents or what objects we will count that many times. Or, the other way is, even if we 
dealt with pure math, pure numbers all the time, we would've kept track what is counted, 
with which objects we have started with. There is only one number 5 in mathematics, but 
in real world applications we can assign number 5 to as many objects as we want. Hence, 
5 apples, 5 cars, 5 rockets, 5 thoughts, 5 pencils, 5 engines. In real world math 
applications scenarios it matter what you have counted. But that fact and information, 
what you have counted (cars, rockets, engines, ..) is not part of math, as we have just 
seen. Math needs to know only about a specific number obtained. Number 5 obtain as a 
number of cars is the same as number 5 obtained from counting apples, from the 
mathematical point of view. But, it can and does represent sizes of two sets, cars and 
apples. For math, it is sufficient to write 5, 5 to tell there are two counts, but for us, it is 
practical to drag a description from the real world, cars, apples, to keep track what 
number 5 represents.  

3. Mathematical Proof for Enthusiasts - What It Is And What 

It is Not 

Important things you can learn from mathematics are not about counting only, but also 
about its methods of handling, discovering new truths. 

With the term mathematical proof we want to indicate a logical proof, i.e. proof using 
logical inference rules, in the field of mathematics. So, it should really be “a proof in the 
field of mathematics”. Also, we have to assume, and be fully aware, that proof must be 
“logical” anyway. There are really no illogical proofs. Proof that appears to be obtained 
(whatever that means) by any other way, other than using rules of logic, is not a proof at 
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all. Assumptions and axioms need no proof. They are starting points and their truth 
values are assumed right at the start. You have to start from somewhere. If they are 
wrong assumptions, axioms, the results will show to be wrong. So, you will have to go 
back and fix your fundamental axioms. 

When you have first encountered a need or a task for a mathematical proof, you may 
have asked yourself "Why do I need to prove that, it's so obvious!?". 

We used to think that we need to prove something if it is not clear enough or when there 
are opposite views on the subject we are debating. Sometimes, things are not so obvious, 
and again, we need to prove it to some party.  

In order to prove something we have to have an agreement which things we consider to 
be true at the first place, i.e. what are our initial, starting assumptions. That’s where the 
“debate” most likely will kick in. In most cases, debate is related to an effort to establish 
some axioms, i.e. initial truths, and only after that some new logical conclusions, or 
proofs will and can be done. 

The major component of a mathematical proof is the domain of mathematical analysis. 
This domain has to be well established field of mathematics, and mathematics only. The 
proof is still a demonstration that something is true, but it has to be true within the system 
of assumptions established in mathematics. The true statement, the proof, has to 
(logically) follow from already established truths. In other words, when using the phrase 
"Prove something in math..." it means "Show that it follows from the set of axioms and 
other theorems (already proved!) in the domain of math..". Which axioms, premises, and 
theorems you will start the proof with is a matter of art, intuition, trial and error, or even 
true genius. You can not use apples, meters, pears, feelings, emotions, experimental 
setup, physical measurements, to say that something is true in math, to prove a 
mathematical theorem, no matter how important or central role those real world objects 
pr processes had in motivating the development of that part of mathematics. In other 
words, you can not use real world examples, concepts, things, objects, real world 
scenarios that, possibly, motivated theorems’ development, in mathematical proofs. Of 
course, you can use them as some sort of intuitive guidelines which axioms, premises, or 
theorems you will use to start the construction of a proof. You can use your intuition, 
feeling, experience, even emotions, to select starting points of a proof, to chose initial 
axioms, premises, or theorems in the proof steps, which, when combined later, will make 
a proof. But, you can not say that, intuitively, you know the theorem is true, and use that 
statement about your intuition, as an argument in a proof. You have to use mathematical 
axioms, already proved mathematical theorems (and of course logic) to prove the new 
theorems. 

The initial, starting assumptions in mathematics are called fundamental axioms. Then, 
theorems are proved using these axioms. More theorems are proved by using the axioms 
and already proven theorems. Usually, it is emphasized that you use logical thinking, 
logic, to prove theorems. But, that's not sufficient. You have to use logic to prove 
anything, but what is important in math is that you use logic on mathematical axioms, 
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and not on some assumptions and facts outside mathematics. The focus of your logical 
steps and logic constructs in mathematical proofs is constrained (but not in any negative 
way) to mathematical (and not to the other fields’) axioms and theorems. 

Feeling that something is "obvious" in mathematics can still be a useful feeling. It can 
guide you towards new theorems. But, those new theorems still have to be proved using 
mathematical concepts only, and that has to be done by avoiding the words "obvious" and 
"intuition"! Stating that something is obvious in a theorem is not a proof.  

Again, proving means to show that the statement is true by demonstrating it follows, by 
logical rules, from established truths in mathematics, as oppose to established truths and 
facts in other domains to which mathematics may be applied to.  

As another example, we may say, in mathematical analysis, that something is "visually" 
obvious. Here "visual" is not part of mathematics, and can not be used as a part of the 
proof, but it can play important role in guiding us what may be true, and how to construct 
the proof. 

Each and every proof in math is a new, uncharted territory. If you like to be artistic, 
original, to explore unknown, to be creative, then try to construct math proofs. 

No one can teach you, i.e. there is no ready to use formula to follow, how to do proofs in 
mathematics. Math proof is the place where you can show your true, original thoughts.  

 

4. From Poker, Basketball, Financial Math to Pure Math and 

Back 

After some initial counting and some thinking put into it, you may have asked yourself, 
what is there more to investigate about numbers? A number is a number, I have just seen 
that, a clean and dry concept, a quite straightforward count of objects you have been 
dealing with. Five apples, five pears, five pencils. The number five is common to all of 
them. We have abstracted it, and together with other fellow numbers (three, four, seven,, 
128, 349, ...) it is a part of a number system we are familiar and we work with.  

From our everyday encounters with mathematics, we may have a feeling there are only 
integers present in the world of math, and that it is not really clear where and how those 
mathematicians find so many exotic numerical concepts, so many other kinds of 
numbers, like rational, irrational, algebraic, ... Moreover, you may even think that, 
without some real objects to count or to measure, there would be no mathematics, and 
that mathematics is, actually, always linked to a real world examples, that numbers are 
intrinsically linked to the quantification of things the real world, to the objects counted, 
measured, that they are inseparable. You may think that a number, despite its 
"mathematical purity", somehow shares other, non mathematical properties, of the objects 
it represents the count of. 
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In this article I will discuss these thoughts, assumptions, maybe even misconceptions. 
But, no worries, you are on the right track by very action that you want to put a thought 
about math and numbers. 

Before I go to the exciting world of basketball and poker, as an illustration, let me discuss 
a few statements. A famous mathematician, Leopold Kronecker, once said that there are 
only positive integers in the mathematical world, and that everything else, i.e. definition 
of other kinds of numbers, is the work of men. I support that view.  Essentially, many 
mathematicians do as well. Here is the flavour of that perspective. Negative numbers are 
positive numbers with a negative sign. Rational numbers are ratios of two integers, m/n, 
(where n is not equal 0). Real numbers (rational and irrational) are limiting values of 
rational numbers’ sums and sequences (which are in turn ratios of integers), convergent 
sums of rational numbers, where rational numbers are smaller and smaller as there are 
more and more of them. As we can see that all these numbers are, fundamentally, 
constructed from positive integers. 

As for "purity" of a number here is a comment. Number has only one personality! Take 
number 5, for instance. It's the same number whether we count apples, pears, meters, 
cars...That's why we need labels below, or beside, numbers, to remind us what is 
measured, what is counted. For real world math applications that’s absolutely necessary, 
because by looking at the number only, we can not conclude where the count comes 
from. When you write 5 + 3 = 8, you can apply this result to any number of objects with 
these matching counts. So, numbers do not hold or hide properties of the objects they are 
counts of. As a matter of fact, you can just declare a number you will be working with, 
say number 5, and start using it with other numbers, adding it, subtracting it etc, without 
any reference to a real life object. No need to explain if it is a count of anything. Pure 

math doesn't care about who or what generated numbers, it doesn't care where the 

numbers are coming from. Math works with clear, pure numbers, and numbers only. It 
is a very important conclusion. You may think, that properties of numbers depend on the 
objects that have generated them, and there are no other intrinsic properties of numbers 
other than describing them as a part of real world objects. But, it is not so. While you can 
have a rich description of objects and millions of colourful reasons why you have counted 
five objects, the number five, once abstracted, has properties of its own. That's why it is 
abstracted at the first place, as a common property! When you read any textbook about 
pure math you will see that apples, pears, coins are not part of theorem proofs.  

Now, you may ask, if we have eliminated any trace of objects that a number can represent 
a count of, that might have generated the number, what are the properties left to this 
abstracted number?  What are the numbers' properties?  

That's the focus of pure math research. Pure means that a concept of a number is not 
anymore linked to any object whose count it may represent. In pure math we do not 
discuss logic or reasoning why we have counted apples, or why we have turned left on 
the road and then drive 10 km, and not turned right. Pure math is only interested in 
numbers provided to it. Among those properties of numbers are divisibility, which 
number is greater or smaller, what are the different sets of numbers that satisfy different 
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equations or other puzzles, different sets of pairs of numbers and their relationships in 
terms of their relative differences, what are the prime numbers, how many of them are 
there, etc. That's what pure math is about, and these are the properties a number has. 

In applied math, of course, we do care what is counted! Otherwise, we wouldn't be in 
situation to "apply" our results. Applied math means that we keep track what we have 
counted or measured. Don't forget though, we still deal with pure numbers when doing 
actual calculations, numbers are just marked with labels, because we keep track by 
adding small letters beside numbers, which number represent which object. When you 
say 5 apples plus 3 apples is 8 apples, you really do two steps. First step is you abstract 
number 5 from 5 apples, then, abstract number 3 from 3 apples, then use pure math to add 
5 and 3 (5 + 3) and the result 8 you return back to the apples’ world! You say there are 8 
apples. You do this almost unconsciously! You see the two way street here? When 
developing pure math we are interested in pure numbers only. Then, while applying math 
back to real world scenarios, that same number is associated with a specific object now, 
while we kept in mind that the number has been abstracted from that or many other 
objects at the first place. This is also the major advantage of mathematics as a discipline, 
when considering its applications. The advantage of math is that the results obtained by 
dealing with pure numbers only, can be applied to any kind of objects that have the same 
count! For instance, 5 + 3 = 8 as a pure math result is valid for any 5 objects and for any 
3 objects we have decided to add together, be it apples, cars, pears, rockets, membranes, 
stars, kisses. 

While, as we have seen, pure math doesn't care where the numbers come from, when 
applying math we do care very much how the counts are generated, where the counts are 
coming from and where the calculation results will go. We even have invented 
mechanical, electrical, electronic devices to keep track of these counted objects. We have 
all kinds of dials that keep track of fuel consumption, temperature, time, distance, speed. 
Imagine that! We have devices which keep track of counted objects so when we look at 
them and see number five, or seven, or nine, we will know what that number represents 
the count of! Say, you have several dials in front of you, and they show all number 5. It is 
the same number 5, with the same numerical, mathematical, properties, but represents 
counts of different objects or measurements. We can say that the power of mathematics is 
derived from noticing that number 5 is the same for many objects and abstracting that 
number 5 from them, then investigating number 5 properties. After mathematical 
investigation we can go back, from pure number 5 to the real world!  

There are dials in cars, for instance, for fuel consumption, speed, time, engine 
temperature, ambient temperature, fan speed, engine shaft speed. If it was not up to us, 
those numbers would float around, enjoying their own purity like, 5, 23, 120, 35, 2.78 
without knowing what they represent until we assigned them a proper dial units. This 
example shows the essential difference between applied and pure math, and how much is 
up to our thinking and initiative, what are we going to do with the numbers and objects 
counted or measured. Pure math deals with numbers only, while in applied math we drag 
the names of objects, associated them with numbers. In other words, we keep track what 
is counted. 
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Now, when dealing with pure numbers, we may go to a great extent to investigate all 
kinds of numerical, mathematical properties of all kinds of numbers and sets of numbers. 
Hence a spectrum of mathematical areas like linear algebra, calculus, real analysis, etc. 
These mathematical disciplines are all useful and there is, frequently, a beauty and 
elegance in their results. But, often, we do not need to apply or use all those mathematical 
properties, and pure math results, in everyday situations. Excelling in some business 
endeavour frequently depends on actually knowing what and why something is 

counted, while, at the same time, mathematics involved, can be quite simple. When I say 
business, I mean business in usual sense, like finance, trading, engineering, but also, I 
mean, for instance, as we will see soon, basketball, and even poker. 

Let’s go now into a basketball game. When playing basketball we also need to know 
some math, at least working with positive integers and zero. However, in the domain of 
basketball game, knowledge of basketball rules are way more important than math,  

Those basketball rules are mostly non mathematical. Most of basketball rules do not deal 
with any kind of quantification, which doesn't make them at all less significant. 
Moreover, they are way more important ingredient, and represent more complex part, for 
that matter, of a basketball game, than adding the numbers.  

You can posses knowledge of adding integers, but without knowing basketball rules, and 
without knowing how to play basketball, you will not move anywhere in a basketball 
team or in a  game. Moreover, basketball rules are actual axioms of a basketball 

game. And, every move in the basketball court, any 30 seconds strategy development by 
one team or the other, corresponds to theorems of a basketball game! Any uninterrupted 
part of the game, without fouls or penalties, is an actual theorem proof, with basketball 
rules as axioms. We can say that basketball rules are those statements that define what 
belongs to a set "number of scored points"! You see here how we have whole book of 
basketball game rules that serve the purpose just to define what belongs to a set (of 
scored points). Compare that to those boring, and sometimes, ridiculous examples, in 
many math texts, with apples, pears, watermelons (although they may illustrate the point 
at hand well). With ridiculing the importance of rules of what belongs to a set, belittling 
their significance and logic associated to obtain them, those authors, unintentionally, pull 
you away from an essential point of "applied" math. In order to define what belongs to a 
set, and then, count its elements (like points in basketball) you need to know areas other 
than math, and to develop logic, creativity, even intuition in those non mathematical 
areas, in order to decide what really belongs to a set and what needs to be counted. 
Because, accuracy of rules and logic to determine what belongs to a set dictates the set's 
cardinality, the size of the set, the number of its elements. And this is the number you will 
enter in all your calculations later! That number has to be accurate! 

Note, also, that only knowing rules of basketball game doesn't make you a first class 
player, nor your team can be a winner just knowing the rules. You have to develop 
strategies using those rules. You have to play within those rules a winning game. The 
same is in math. Knowing the fundamental axioms of math will not make you a great 
mathematician per se. You have to play the "winning game" inside math too, as you 
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would in basketball game. You have to show creativity in math as well, mostly in 
specifying theorems, and constructing their proofs! 

In business, it is often more important to know where the numbers are coming from than 
to know in detail the numbers’ properties. For instance, in poker. again, only integers and 
rational numbers (in calculating probabilities) are involved ( we will skip stochastic 
processes and calculus for now). You have to remember that the same number 5 can be 
any of the card suits, and, in addition, can belong to one or more players. Note how 
abstracting number 5 here and trying to develop pure math doesn't help us at all in the 
game. We have to go back to the real world rules, in this case world of poker,, we have to 
use that abstracted number 5 and put it back to the objects it may have been abstracted 
from, in this case cards and players. You have to somehow distinguish that pure number 
5, and associate it with different suit, different player. And strategy you develop, you do 
with many numbers 5, so to speak, but belonging to different sets, suits, players, game 
scenarios. Hence, being a successful poker player, among other things, you need to 
memorize, not exotic properties of integers and functions, but how the same number 5 (or 
other number) can belong to so many different places, can be associated, linked to 
different players, suits, strategies, scenarios. 

Let’s consider another example, in finance. Any contract you have signed, for instance 
contract for a credit card, is actual detailed list of definitions what belongs to a certain set. 
For example, whether $23,789.32 belongs to your account under the conditions outlined 
in the contract. Note how even your signature is a part of the definition what belongs to a 
set, i.e. are those $23,789.32 really belong to your account. You see, math here is quite 
simple, it is just a matter of declaring a rational number  23.789,32, but what sets it 
belongs to is extraneous to mathematics, it's in the domain of financial definitions, even 
in the domain of required signatures. Are you, or someone else, is going to pay the bill of 
$23,789.32, is a non mathematical question (it’s even a legal matter), while mathematics 
involved is quite simple. It's a number 23,789.32.  

Note, when you are paid for your basketball game, suddenly you have math from two 
domains fused together! It may be that the number of points you scored are directly 
linked to a number of dollars you will be paid. Two domains, of sport and finance, are 
linked together via monetary compensation rules, which can have quite a bit of legal 
background too, and all these (non mathematical in nature!) rules dictate what number, of 
dollars, may be picked and assigned to you, as a basketball player, after the set of games. 

 

5. An Example of a Novel Way to Understand Math in Real 

World - Financial Mathematics 

Probably every 7th grader will be able to do the following mathematical tasks. 

Let ‘s assume we are given the following numbers 
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            1,000,000        1,435,900        1,500,000        1,400,000         

Pair the numbers 1,000,000 and 1,435,900, like this:             

            (1,000,000 ,  1,435,900)          Pairing done. 

Subtract  1.435.900 from 1,500,000 and show the result: 

            1,500,000 – 1.435,900 = 64, 100         Subtraction done.             

            64,100                                                 Result shown. 

Subtract 1,435,900 from 1,400,000 and show the result: 

            1,400,000 – 1,435,900 = - 35,900      Subtraction done. 

            -35,900                                                Result shown. 

Would you be surprised that this is mathematics that is thought in undergraduate studies 
in quantitative finance? Now, of course, that’s not the whole story, because there are 
other more exotic parts of mathematics that are taught as well, even within the same 
course. Those other parts are probability, statistics, and stochastic calculus, for instance. 
Yet, it’s amazing that this simple calculations are found in very important illustrations of 
some central financial concepts. 

 

So, where is the trouble? Why not teach 7th grader quantitative finance and financial 
mathematics, since the student already has required mathematical knowledge? As a 
matter of fact, it is possible. Why it is not done is a different story. A few wrong turns in 
math education and you are lost in numerical labyrinth for the rest of your career. I want 
to rectify that. 

Here is the actual explanation where these numbers come from. The following is the 
excerpt from an excellent, extraordinary book (“Options, Futures, and Other 
Derivatives”, 5th edition, John C. Hull)  in which the definition of a forward contract and 
certain trading technique associated with it are defined. 
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While mathematicians are satisfied with the starting, almost innocent phrase ”Let’s 
assume, we are given, or suppose”, and start spitting out numbers on paper a-priory, 
without any explanation, directly from fundamental axioms (be it ZFC or Peanno), a 
financial specialist must deal with, has to strictly define logic and provide reasoning 
where and why these numbers came into consideration. It is not enough to say that “we 
assume”, or, “the numbers are given”. Why are they given? Who gave them? Where 
from? 

 

What a mess of descriptions. For instance, payoff  from forward contract. It is only one of 
many non mathematical concepts, concepts extraneous to mathematical world, concepts 
never used in the proofs of mathematical theorems. The others are buy, sell, outcome, 
position, forward contract, trade, bank, treasury! One has to know these definitions, their 
relationships, logic that applies to them way before even considering to enter number 
handling generated by these concepts. 

Payoff appears to be the word of the day! It specifies a numerical procedure to be 
performed on selected numbers. Also, legal terms are thrown into the payoff and forward 
contract definition mix as well, like corporations is legally bind, it's obliged to keep its 
part of the contract, be it buy, or sell the asset. Obliged is an additional property to buy 
GBP 1,000,000 for $1,435,900. Note how these properties are added as flavours to the 
numbers 1,000,000 and 1,435,9000. Math here is very simple. two numbers are given! 
That's it! But, what is behind the definition of "given" is very important in finance.  From 
mathematical point of view ( i.e from setology point of view) the numbers' existence is 
guaranteed by fundamental axioms. No explanation necessary. All those classification, 
including different currency, who owns the currency, who buys and who sells, is outside 
math! So, these two numbers are linked together through some kind of specific financial 
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logic, which has its own vocabulary and conceptual relationships. Mathematically, it's 
sufficient to pair these two numbers, like this: 

(1 000 000,  1 435 900 )  

What is attached to this pair of numbers is the reasoning why we paired them,  and the 
financial definitions extraneous to mathematical world. It's the world of financial 
concepts and relationships, and they do not belong to math. 

As we continue reading about this forward contract trade, we come to the concept of 
"spot exchange rate". This is another "number generator" or "number picker". Now, we 
have a triplet of selected numbers, with the exchange rate definition in the background: 

(1 000 000, 1 435 900, 1 500 000) 

From math point of view, the number 1,500,000 is added arbitrary, i.e. math does not see 
the reason where and why this number is coming from. It's given. We suppose it. It's 
assumed is there. How we can ignore the fact of spot price presence, exchange rate, etc? 
Because in order to subtract these numbers, the mentioned definitions are irrelevant for 
the subtraction. Hence, the words "It's given..." immediately isolate pure math operations 
and numbers from the set descriptions(of sets they belong to) and from the objects 
definitions they represent count of. Notice how the words "Let's suppose" can blatantly 
keep you in dark about, sometimes, beautiful logic inisde the field math is applied to, and 
how it can suck out any pleasure in working with applied mathematics. 

Then, there comes the question "how much is forward contract worth?". This particular 
question dictates which numbers will be picked and which math operations will be 
performed on them.  

Again, from mathematics point of view, it is specified, without any further explanation, 
which numbers are in game. For math, it is enough to use word “IF” and start generating 
numbers and their relationships. This “IF” implies usage of fundamental axioms. Hence, 
IF you have number 1,500,000 and IF you have number 1,435,000, deduct the second 
number from the first. That’s what matters to mathematics. To finance, the reasoning why 
you deduct second number from the first (and not vice versa). 

Payoff = ST – K 

Who would expect that the number 1,435,000 will have the following description: it is a 
six months forward offer quote for USD-GDP currency exchange. Note how this 
definition has almost nothing mathematical in itself (except number six, for six months). 
Cardinalities of a set are not part of this definition. You have to know all this just to pick 
one number! And that knowledge matters. If your non mathematical logic is flawed, you 
will select a wrong starting number and, even if your subsequent mathematical operations 
are perfectly accurate, the result will make no sense within the applied field, because the 
initial number was wrong. 
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Educators can ask math students the following question: "Give me an example what 
number 1,435,900 can represent count of". And, student will start searching from his or 
her experiences what can have that count. it can be 1,435,900 apples, 1,435,900 pears, 
1,435,900 oranges, 1,435,900 birds, 1,435,900 rockets, even 1,435,900 thoughts. But, 
would you expect from a student to give you the following interpretation: "Number 
1,435,900 is the number of dollars a bank is offering in a 6-months forward contract, in 
currency exchange for 1,000,000 British pounds on August 16, 2001" ? Probably not. 
You don't expect student to know financial concepts at that early age. And, moreover, 
why would the financial field should be in focus for this example. So, what is the point of 
asking student to give you example of a number, unless you want to indicate that there 
have to exist World # 1, in this case financial world, that has its own set of rules, axioms, 
premises, definitions, whose logic will define to which set the number 1,435,900 
belongs? This financially based description apparently can not be deduced by looking at 
the number only. And, that there is World # 2, world of pure math, which starts with 
"given" numbers, no matter what is the reasoning of obtaining that number. 
Distinguishing these two worlds is in the essence of understanding mathematics. 

Look at the freedom of how the scenarios in this trade are created: if spot rate falls to 
1,400,000. Note the "number picker"! It's "spot rate"! Look how the fundamental axiom 
that number exist, is disguised in this functional description why and what picks actual 
number. From math point of view, this is the same as "number is given", 'let's suppose", 
"let's assume". 

The interplay between pure math and our numbers is further advanced with actual logic 
between numbers' sources. While the sources themselves do not belong to math world, 
the numbers picked by them do. Hence, the rules between these "sources" (which are 
extraneous to mathematics) indirectly influence which numbers will be picked and will 
enter the specified calculation. Also note that the actual math operation is motivated by 
the things and reasoning outside math. We want to do subtraction because we want to 
find the payoff! Payoff, as a concept, has nothing to do with math. If it does you will see 
theorems in mathematics proved using or referencing this concept. But there are no such 
theorems. So, we have payoff as: 

Payoff = 1,400,00 - 1,435,900 = -35,900 

So, here, you deal with specifications what each number represents, and financial logic 
and reasoning structures what to do, what sequence of mathematical operations to 
perform. Whether the result of this calculation is called "payoff" or "orange with 
freckles" or "space carrot", mathematics couldn't care less. Math sees only two numbers 
provided to it and math operation to do. It's up to you to keep track what is counted and 
why. 

 

In financial application of mathematics, we want to generalize the math operations on 
specific numbers, using, apparently the English language and financial terms and 
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definitions from the financial domain of counting.  Hence, we will say, the payoff from a 
long position in a forward contract on one unit of asset is: 

ST – K 

Look how we have described the logic and requirements what to do with numbers. This 
reasoning is completely outside mathematics, and the sequence in subtraction matters to 
the financial domain. Math just see the numbers and subtraction. What these numbers 
represent, i.e. which set they belong to, is described in financial terms. We have ST = spot 
price and K = forward contractually specified price. The pairing of these numbers, before 
even any mathematical operation is done on them (in this case it is subtraction), is 
specified by the definition of a forward contract, by existence and definition of market, 
concept of spot trading. This is what is required for you to know to pick right 
cardinalities at the first place, before doing any mathematical operations on them. 

You have a number, say, 1,500,000. Pure number. Units are not yet assigned to it. The 
number will remain the same, but the definition what it represents will change in 
accordance to some domain rules. In finance, these rules are defined by "buy" "sell" 
"obliged" "exchange" "asset" "forward" "payoff". These definitions and rules change the 
ownership of that cardinality, that number. Note how number, and for that matter quantity 
of dollars it represents, remains unchanged. What is changed is who owns that amount of 
currency, and that's not a mathematical concept. 

It is a "fierce pairing of numbers" and "fierce changing" of descriptions of sets to which 
those (same!) numbers belong to which is part of the forward definition and many aspects 
of trading. The similar conclusion applies to other domains of applied mathematics. 

 

 

 

5. Insights About Mathematics, Real World Mathematics, 

Math Applications and More Clarifications About Math 

Concepts 

A mathematical model of a real world process is a set of numerical, quantitative premises 
driven and postulated by world, it’s rules and logical systems extraneous to math. Yet the 
premises can be also derived directly from math axioms. Moreover, while the premises 
are motivated by real world concepts, scenarios, the proofs of theorems, build on these 
premises, are done and can be done only within world of pure mathematics, using pure 
mathematical terms, concepts, axioms, and already proven theorems. When illustrating to 
students applied math, it should be shown what premises are introduced from and by the 
field of mathematics application, and, as second step, how these premises can be defined 
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inside math, without any influence of, or terms from, the real world. Then, it has to be 
shown that proofs of the theorems that uses those premises is completely and fully within 
math, i.e. no real world concepts are part of the proof. 

A theorem in one system usually motivates an axiom or premise in another. Which 
systems to link in this way is in the center of innovative thinking. 

Term “random” used for labelling a number generation, is not part of mathematics. It's an 
attempt to describe certain, specific number selection by ordinary language. It is an 
extraneous world description for a clear mathematical operation of picking, selecting a 
number, guaranteed by fundamental ZFC axioms. 

To develop all mathematics you do not need a single other science. No need for physics, 
quantum physics, genetics, quantum chemistry, etc. Whole math can be developed inside 
heads of mathematicians, without any pencil, paper, given they have enough big memory, 
and if the room where they are locked in is well ventilated. 

Student hates math? Integrate his resistance points, reasoning, into the math problems. 
Student will realize that he dictates quantification. 

From ZFC axioms you can create all math. Yet, it is the world extraneous to math (often 
non-axiomatized) that dictates math development through the specific premises otherwise 
not “visible” and hard to pick inside pure math. 

A math proof, once you do it, is probably the only thing in math you are not obliged to 
explain your teacher how you did it. 
 
Axiomatizing one system strangely isolate reasoning world outside of that system, thus 
hiding the motivation logic for system's productive premises and  theorems based on 
them. 
 
Once you hear word "axioms" (in any system), look for logic extraneous to that system. 
That's where motivation for premises and, hence, theorems based on them, is coming 
from. 

Length of a musical note as a mathematical property has way less significance than 
emotional perception of the sound (note) of that length. 

It is way better to first explain math concepts in terms of required operations and sets of 
numbers they apply to, and only after that to label them with historical, outdated, 
misleading, and often confusing names that contribute nothing to the concept's definition. 

Field of math application shapes the math development in the same way the landscape 
shapes and guides the roads going through them. 
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While pure math is like building roads just to build them, applied math is like building 
roads through landscapes you want to go through. 

While pure math is like driving on roads and enjoying their topology, curves, etc, applied 
math lets you enjoy landscapes roads go through. 

You don't deny student's hate towards math, nor try to change it directly. Instead, you 
accept it and integrate their hate in math puzzles. 

If students hate math, you can ask them "In how many ways you hate math?" The 
technique is to utilize their hate by integrating it in math questions and puzzles. 

Logic and its inference rules can help you invent brand new things only if you already 
have useful, correct, original starting assumptions. 

Issue with pure math and its real world math applications is to find real world, non 
mathematical objects, which, when quantified generate those pure numbers. 

Math is also about discovering truth about numbers. And, as for truth in any field (not 
only math) you need logic and inference rules. 

Do you have a will to fight with and for math? While tactical missions are flown against 
an immediate enemy threat, strategic missions are flown against the enemy's will to fight. 
So, if you give up before fight even starts you did quite a bit of  favour to your enemy.  

Behind all math initial premises and starting numbers may be a real world story 
explaining why the premises are there. 

Mathematical Intuition (Poincaré, Polya, Dewey) Reuben Hersh University of New 
Mexico, TMME, vol8, nos.1&2, p .35 

Controlling a rocket trip to the moon is not an exercise in mathematical rigor. - R. Hersh, 
University of New Mexico, TMME vol8, nos1&2, p35 

At the head of Chapter V, Polya (1954) placed the following apocryphal quotation, 
attributed to “the traditional mathematics professor”: “When you have satisfied yourself 
that the theorem is true, you start proving it.” (Polya 1954). This faith---that experience is 

not a trap laid to mislead us--is the unstated axiom. - Mathematical Intuition (Poincaré, 
Polya, Dewey) Reuben Hersh University of New Mexico, TMME, vol8, nos.1&2, p .35 

 

Intuition, common sense, and experience probably served as the first quantitative tools 
for price setting. - "Energy Risk" by D. Pilipovic. 
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The formal, rigorous proof gives insight into the reason for a fact we have already seen 
plainly. - Mathematical Intuition (Poincaré, Polya, Dewey) Reuben Hersh University of 
New Mexico, TMME, vol8, nos.1&2, p .35 

Gauss famously said, “I have my theorems. Now I have to find my proofs.” 

“The object of mathematical rigor is to sanction and legitimize the conquests of intuition, 
and there never was any other object for it.” Jacques Hadamard. 
 

To take a full advantage of math one must set up correct premises. These premises come 
from quantification of concepts, relationships in the world extraneous to math. Moreover, 
these relationships and concepts can be and are non mathematical in their nature. 

Force, energy, speed, momentum, inertia are not part of math. If they were, then math 
theorems will be proved using them. It's not the case. 

Math can't tell real world from fictional one! Look! If Harry Potter flies 10 m/s how 
many meters he will advance after flying 5 seconds? 

Math is not about following directions, it's about making new directions. - Paul Lockhart, 
"A Mathematician's Lament". 

Everyone, especially primary and secondary school math teachers, may consider reading 
Paul Lockhart's "A Mathematician's Lament". 

Sometimes, when a primary or secondary school student is presented with introduction to 
a new mathematical concept, he/she, has to, in order to even begin to count something, 
know legal system, exchange rules, physics laws, economic laws, how to measure,.. It has 
to be shown, at that point, that mathematical premises can be derived and postulated 
directly form math axioms, without any real world influence. 

While kind of membership to a set is not defined within mathematics (only more general 
concept of a  membership exists), membership has exotic, colourful names outside 
mathematics: transaction, ownership, buy, sell, exchange, measure, climb, drive, rotate, 
length, it’s in elevator, not in elevator, ... 

Axioms and theorems are all statements of truth. But theorems can be proved from 
axioms while opposite is not true. Hence different name. 

Axioms in one system are most likely theorems in another. 

You don't need a rule that fits the set. Listing elements will make a set of them too, 
without mentioning the rule at all. 
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Math for [insert the field of application here] . It only means that you decide what is 
counted and why. Math axioms and theorems remain the same!! 
 
The very method we quantify something (like measurement) is not a part of mathematics. 
Set and membership to a set are undefined within math, they are present and used without 
any introduction or proof. 
 
Why would you use real world example for a math concept when you can derive it 
directly from axioms? Both approaches should be demonstrated. 
 
You don't deny student's hate towards math, nor try to change it directly. Instead, you 
accept it and integrate their hate in math puzzles, maybe quantifying their hatred and 
hatred consequences. 
 
Field of math application shapes the math development in the same way the landscape 
shapes and guides the roads going through them. 
 
While pure math is like building roads just to build them, applied math is like building 
roads through landscapes you want to go through. 
 
Math lectures sometimes look like, to the students, a landscape of misleading, cluttered, 
over-detailed traffic signs on easy to use roads and highways. 
 
To calculate racing track length you need limit concept. For racing car fuel usage you 
need rational numbers. Teach both at the same time. 
 
Math and physics concepts should be think of only by the ways they are calculated, 
defined. Ordinary language names are confusing, often misleading. 
 
We talk about selling, buying, getting, sending energy, but energy is not an object. It's a 
calculated value from measuring mass, time, distance. 
 
For many students, math looks like a maze. Students are lost in one area of maze while 
real fun with math is in the other part of the maze. 
 
High school math programs looks like a labyrinth to students. Students should get a hot 
balloon and take a bird view look where they are. 
 
Motivation and math for students who hate math. Ask what is the percentage of time they 
would do math compared to what they like to do daily. 
 
Here is one motivational math example. Ask your students in how many ways they 
HATE math. 
 
Awareness - making visible new axiomatic system not known to exist before. Truths 
presented in order to take action i.e. derive theorems. 
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Math and magazine design. Designer has to know how to fit actor's surface area to the 
page dimensions. Lower and upper bound... 
 
Applied math can not be solely credited to the achievements in the applied field. Field 
dictates what, when, why is to be calculated. 
 
Grammar can not be credited for a beauty of a literary work. Many stupid things are said 
using perfect grammar, and vice versa. 
 
Saying that math is backbone of things is like saying that grammar is backbone of every 
single novel, science paper, literary work created. 
 
Even if you manage to, somehow, quantify right and wrong, you still need their firm 
definitions to be sure you are not quantifying apples. 
 
Whenever, in a physics textbook, you see phrase "arbitrary" (magnetic, electric field...), 
that place is exactly a placeholder for a design driven value and inventions. 
 
Many math proofs and math problems, not to mention real wortld scenario illustrations, 
start with "Let's assume...", “Let’s consider…”, “It’s given..”. But, wait! Can you explain 
where that starting assumption comes from??  

Assumptions coming from non-axiomatized fields (physics, economics, finance) can 
wreak havoc when used in a strict axiomatic system (math). 
 
If mathematicians are so proud of their axiomatic approach, why they deal, and allow at 
the first place, at all with applied math in non axiomatized fields?? 
 
How we are allowed at all to go from non axiomatic world, physics, economics, finance, 
to so strictly defined axiomatic world of mathematics? 
 
You don't learn math, then apply it. Newton didn't learn calculus first (there was none, he 
invented it!), then applied it to physics. 
 
While a proof, in math, has to be very logical and precise, the genesis of it is usually 
described as art or unexplainable inspiration. 
 
Strict, precise Newton's Law of Gravitation does not prevent you to enter into it a 
completely random, arbitrary number for mass or distance. 
 
You spent all your school years dealing with continuous functions only to hear after that 
they are only a very small number of all functions of interest. 
 
When I hear "it's just continuous function”. It’s so bad! No, it's not "just"! It took 
hundreds years to come up with the definition of continuity. 
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I would ban phrases "it's simply...(that)", "it's just...(that)" in math lectures. Please leave 
to student to judge is it complicated or simple to her. 
 
It's useful to quantify, but, relationships that are quantified are OFTEN quite non-
mathematical. 
 
Logic used in math proofs is the same as logic used in law. But, in law, axioms are fluid, 
relative, changing with time, with society values, technology. But, we have to say, law is 
doing best it can! 
 
Using logic or not, people are making decisions each and every day. 
 
Math and Film. "They had tied up all mathematics of plots and substructures and sub-
characters." -Johnny Depp, interview, Cineplex Magazine. 
 
You can quantify and calculate as much as you want, but if you don't think scientifically, 
mathematics can't help you. 
 
There are many scientific discoveries that has nothing to do with quantification nor math. 
 
Math may be necessary, but definitely it's not a sufficient part to make progress in 
science. 
 
Every proof should be constructed within known and accepted axiomatic system, being it 
physics, math, economics, law, engineering. 
 
Usage of a math theorem is in not dependent at all on the way theorem is proved. How 
you use a theorem has nothing to do with its proof. 
 
To understand a math proof is way easier than to make a proof, in the same way it's easier 
to consume or criticise a movie than to make it, or to appreciate an art painting than to 
paint it. 
 
There is no straightforward path how to prove math theorems, as there is no law that can 
predict what number you will chose right...NOW. 
 
At some point teachers should stop explaining math concepts with real world examples 
because none of theorems are proved by using apples or the objects in the very same 
examples they are talking about. 
 
Mathematics can not be Queen of all sciences because you can't start only with math and 
develop other sciences. Science is there first. 
 
Math without science, i.e. without science to tell WHAT is counted and WHY is just play 
with numbers (but elegant, logical, often exciting). 
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Even word "RANDOM" does not belong to math. It's outside math as is measurement, 
observation, guess etc. Math sees only numbers given to it. 
 
Teachers should clearly explain the difference between linguistic framework within 
which math tasks are described and pure math itself.   
 
Since differential equation specifies only the difference between two quantities, it can not 
tell you with which quantities to start with. 
 
Math can't tell you what to count. Math deals only with numbers and a result of any math 
task is a number, and a number only.  
 
Imagine creating rules of the game what to do with numbers. Then, new theorems will be 
dictated by this game. Without game - no theorems. 
 
In math it is YOU who creates territory and then investigate its properties and 
boundaries. 
 
If you want popular introduction to rational, irrational numbers you may want to read 
"Essays on the Theory of Numbers" by Richard Dedekind. 
 
I would strongly recommend "Essays on the Theory of Numbers" by Richard Dedekind. 
Detailed and non boring introduction to continuity. 
 
Math is not prerequisite for real world applications. Newton did not learn calculus then 
applied it. He invented calculus! 
 
During schooling (don't mix that with education!) best thing you can do is to follow your 
own ideas and ask, then answer your own questions. Same for math. 
 
Math can be motivated by real world or by fictional world. It can also be developed 
independently from both worlds. Student should know that. 
 
Math can't distinguish between REAL world and FAIRY TALE! Check this. Two 
dragons ate 53kg of coal each. How much coal they ate together? 
 
You can assign EXACT number to any RANDOM event! :-) 
 
In many cases, relationships (between objects) that define WHAT has to be calculated are 
far more interesting than calculations themselves. 
 
Value of calculus: when you find something interesting to calculate, it can help! The trick 
is to find something enjoyable to analyze. 
 
Math deals ONLY WITH NUMBERS, COUNTS. However, math can be used in real life 
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once you start keeping track WHAT is counted and why. 
 
It is seldom that an airfoil camber line can be expressed in simple geometric or algebraic 
forms. Important illustration of a math function! 
 
Sure, mathematics can make you think better, especially if YOU set and define 
ORIGINAL problems, and not only solving what you are told to. 
 
Mathematics = Setology. A science about sets. :-) 
 
Mathematics = Countology. It's a science about counts. Sort of better than Numerology :-
) Count is a required action that gives a number! 
 
Students are afraid to PICK a number by themselves. They think each number has to be 
calculated, obtained in some complicated manner. 
 
Stochastic process PICKS a number. Physical measurement PICKS a number. Picking a 
(closer and closer) number is ESSENCE of limit definition. 
 
Physical or any process doesn't "generate" numbers. It PICKS numbers. Numbers are 
already generated, defined inside mathematics. 
 
Graph is an invention of using length as a representation of ANY imaginable measurable 
quantity or a number. 
 
Introducing math function to students: first step should be to let students draw an 
arbitrary curve and show it represents PAIRED numbers. 
 
Many are looking for real world examples of math. But, math can't tell what is real and 
what's not! 5 dragons plus 3 dragons = 8 dragons! 
 
You apply math only AFTER you chose WHAT to count. Hence, choosing WHAT to 
count and WHY it is counted has nothing to do with math! 
 
But, you don't have to even say "Trust me, I am a lair.". You can just say "I am a lair.". 
It's already a paradox. 
 
After they master basic algebraic operations, primary school students should be 
encouraged to define new math problems by themselves. #math 
 
Many students see math, if not whole formal education, as a tunnel from which they have 
to get out, eventually, to do what they want. 
 
Once we realize that math deals only with sets and numbers and that math does not need 
real world for examples, we can accept desire of mathematicians to explore properties of 
numbers and their relations, without even thinking is there any "real" world application. 
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Real world can give math some initial counts, numbers, even sequences of required 
operations. But that's it. Math takes off by itself after. 
 
While a proof, in math, has to be very logical and precise, the genesis of it is usually 
described as art or unexplainable inspiration. 
 
Math can't tell you why you added two numbers but once you added them math can tell 
you what properties they have compared to other numbers. 
 
Limiting process, in mathematics, may not itself lead to exact value, but, it can serve to 
point to where that value is, or can be. 
 
Students should be shown that all the other numbers, rational, real, imaginary, 
transcendent, irrational, are constructed from integers. 

 

6. Introducing Math Through Car Racing Concepts 

Car racing is a captivating, adrenalin generating sport for many of us, either if we watch 
it or actually take part in it. It is very interesting sport for kids as well and that fact can be 
used to motivate some important concepts in mathematics.  

I want to compare two different descriptions that are used when talking about math 
application. One is how real world scenarios, objects, relationships between objects and 
various real life concepts motivate math development, and the other is what exactly 
means applying math. 

Let’s talk about the second part first. Applying math means quantifying real world 
objects’ relationships, and/or using, i.e. applying back calculated results, to the real 
world, in order to count or measure certain quantity of interest.  

Real world scenarios can motivate mathematics development in that sense that measured 
quantities and numbers obtained in that way, as well as the numbers’ relations, enter 
mathematics, and can be subject for further, pure mathematical analysis. Hence, 
motivation, essentially means, specifying a set of initial conditions, initial numerical 
relations, obtained from real life examples, and analysing mathematical, numerical 
properties of those relations and numbers. 

Car racing domain is one such real world domain, or a set of real world scenarios. 
Quantifiable relationships, either between physical properties related to racing cars, 
stemming mostly from physics laws, or, quantities directly measured or obtained from the 
driver’s subjective or objective decision making process are sources for mathematical 
analysis.  
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Mathematical results obtained in this way can be used in other fields as well. How? Once 
obtained numerical results can be attached to the arbitrary units or specific relationships 
between units if that relationship is obtained from the starting points of analysis. 

What mathematical development and challenges can be created from car racing concepts? 
Car racing track, with its irregular shape, dictated by urban projects requirements and 
geography, can be used to introduce calculus, integration, rational, irrational numbers, 
even fractals, finding the length of the curve of arbitrary shape, finding the surface area 
enclosed by racing track, or volume of asphalt used to cover the track which is also of an 
arbitrary shape.  

 

 

semantics meaning, sign semiotics, right after grammar. 

When talking about racing car related concepts, care should be taken to explain the 
existence of logic and functional relationship between objects that will be, possibly, 
measured, counted, quantified later. This approach is important when using any real 
world example for mathematics. In the car racing domain, it should be signified that 
business, social, geographical, financial analysis was done before a race track is built. 
Hence, business, social, geographical, financial analysis dictated a number, a numerical 
value, that you will start with or obtain later, by, say, measuring the length of the track, 
or, perhaps, its elevation. In this framework, student should be shown that there are non 
mathematical relationships that dictates the shape, size, volume of objects that can be 
quantified later, and hence those relations dictate mathematical treatment of them. 

Looking at a number of cars that participate in a race, a function, as a mathematical 
concept, can be introduced. Note how the social meaning of driver’s names enter 
mathematics as a part of function. Although a driver’s name is not a mathematical 
concept, it will have associated number to it, be it time achieved in the race, pit stop 
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duration for that driver, or how much gas that driver consumed. The driver’s name is like 
the definition what belongs to a mathematical set, which we know very well from our 
math education. Moreover, functions of several variables can be introduced considering 
that each car travels different path, with different speed, uses different amount of fuel, 
engines have different temperatures, drivers change gears different number of times per 
minute, pit stops are of different length, and drivers complete the race at different times. 
Winning a race can be shown to depend on several mathematical parameters too, plus the 
skill of the driver. Randomness that is present in some of these measurable parameters 
can be used to introduce probability concept, stochastic processes, statistics. 

It should be shown to students that numbers generated in a car race can come from 
different sources, and can be generated in different ways. They can be a product of 
driver's decisions, physics laws, random events, and should be shown that mathematics 
accepts all those numbers in the same way, as numbers only. It is us who keep track 
where the numbers come from, when, and why. 

On the other hand it should be shown as well that all these math concepts can be 
introduced to mathematical analysis without cars as well. Using magical “IF” we, 
apparently directly from the axioms, can introduce postulates, without ever telling they 
came from car racing domain!  

7. A Few Hints How to Introduce Mathematical Concepts to 

Students 

Teacher should postpone introduction of strange, exotic mathematical names and labels 
to, otherwise, most likely, easy to explain and easy to understand concepts in 
mathematics. Teacher should  first explain mathematical concepts in terms of required 
sequence of mathematical operations on numbers and on sets involved and then introduce 
labels or historically accepted names for them. Most of us will agree that many of those 
names are there for historical reasons, and often they are confusing, misleading, and even 
intimidating (if Borel, Hausdorff needed so much work to prove that theorem or 
formulate it, what chances do I have?). To me, it is sometimes better to refer to a theorem 
by a number first, like Theorem 1, Theorem 2, … and only later assign historical names 
or other labels to reference them.  

Math lectures sometimes look to students like putting misleading, cluttered, over-detailed 
traffic signs on an easy to use roads and highways.  

But, what are we really doing or what we want to do when we say "introducing math 
concepts through A or B or C real world examples"? Do math concepts need to be 
introduced through real world examples at all? No, they don't. They can be derived or 
formulated directly from axioms.  So, what would be the goal of "introducing math" 
through real world examples? To show that math concepts can be motivated by real life 
examples, but, at the same time the same math concepts can be derived inside math only, 
without referencing any real world domain. To me, the mandatory step of introducing 
some math concepts from real world example is to mandatory show that the same concept 
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can be defined or derived from ZFC axioms. This would clearly show the border and 
connections, if you wish, at the same time, between applied math and pure math 
developed from ZFC axioms. 

8. From Real World Math Applications to Pure Math and 

Back 

Can you go from pure math to real world math applications? The answer is, no. You can 
not start with math only and then “apply” it to a real world scenario. It is, however, 
possible to use math in real world (even in fictional world, like in Harry Potter stories and 
movies), but the path and direction of applications are different and need to be clarified. 

The reason you can not go from pure math to real world math application is in the very 
nature, definition (in a sense) of a number.  

A number is obtained as an abstraction, a common numerical property of many counted 
objects. By this very definition, because it is abstracted from counted objects, because it 
is, now, a separate concept, representing a pure count, without any object associated to it, 
you can not tell, by looking at the number only, where it came from, what and if anything 
has been counted to obtain that number. In other words, a number does not carry any 
information about any object extraneous to mathematics! Hence, you can not say, just 
looking at the number only, or at the sequence of math operations on numbers, what its or 
their application, in real world, may be. Newton did not learn calculus first, then applied 
it to the gravitational problems! Quite the opposite happened. Newton was dealing with 
non mathematical, in this case physical, objects and relationships, like apple falling from 
the tree, Moon orbiting Earth, and other body motions. Unless they are quantified, these 
are not mathematical objects nor relationships. If they were, then you would see theorems 
in math books proved by apples, Moon, speed, etc. but it is not so! Math theorems are 
stipulated and proved using only mathematical concepts, like numbers, sets, set of 
numbers, or other mathematical theorems and axioms. So, lets make that clear, Newton 
first dealt with physical objects and their relationships and only then he invented calculus. 
So, when someone tells you will learn math then apply it, it is not quite true. Note one 
significant conclusion here. The logic and knowledge of the domain you are applying 
math to, be it physics, finance, apples, pears can never enter pure mathematics. You have 
to know them, but when developing math from them and proving math discoveries, only 
mathematical concepts can and are used. Why would you need apples, and for that matter 
limit yourself to apples, to prove that 2 + 3 = 5 when the results is valid for apples, pears, 
cars, pencils, balls, as well? You prove that 2 + 3 = 5 using only mathematical concepts 
and then use that result in any of those real world situations. Of course, apples can be 
used to illustrate math concepts but always keep in mind it can be other objects as well. 

When you deal with a number, you deal with an abstracted common numerical 
property, a separated concept abstracted from all the objects whose count it may 
represent.  
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Now, the very moment you start adding 2 apples and 3 apples you are doing two distinct 
steps. First one is recognizing that the object to be counted is an apple. That recognition 
process, a categorization, that you are looking or holding an apple is outside mathematics, 
since you can be counting apples, pears, cars, books, cups. This recognition is a focus of 
research of cognitive science, psychology, biology, color research, even social sciences.  

The second step (which is, actually, common to counting any kind of objects) is dealing 

with numbers 2 and 3 only. Even if you may not notice at this point, when dealing with 
numbers 2 and 3, you are dealing with counts that can represent not only apples, but 
millions of other kinds of objects that can be counted to obtain numbers, counts, 2 and 3. 
Hence, the numerical result of addition you obtained for 2 and 3 apples, i.e. 2 + 3 = 5, can 
be used in any other situation where you have 2 objects and 3 objects, of any kind, and 
you want to add their counts. Here, you right away invented and used "pure" mathematics 
when counted these apples. It is this universality, the common numeric property of 
counted objects, that gives mathematics ability to be a separate, independent discipline, to 
deal only with numbers.  

While to us, and to the field that uses quantification, is very important what, when, why 
and where something is counted or measured, to investigate only the counts' properties is 
the task of pure math. Pure math does not care where the numbers or counts are coming 
from. It is very similar when we create a set of any objects (of interest), but we are only 
interested how many elements are in the set and not which objects are part of the set (that 
information, which objects are elements of the set, we keep track of on a separate sheet of 
paper) ! Math knows and should know only about numbers and sets of numbers. Notice 
how math may be "motivated" by counting apples, but, the result obtained, i.e. 2 + 3 = 5, 
can be used when counting any other objects! 

Also, math can't tell real world from fictional one! Look! If Harry Potter flies 10 m/s how 
many meters he will advance after flying 5 seconds? 

Mathematics deals with numbers and with numbers only. It does not care where the 
numbers are coming from (but, in the field of applied math, we do care where the 
numbers are coming from). Now, you may ask, how we can apply mathematics at all, if 
the trace what is counted is lost in this abstraction, in this definition of pure number? 
Well, here is how. 

It is true that pure mathematics deals with numbers only and, of course with 
mathematical operations on them. We have abstracted, separated a concept of a number 
from all possible real world objects that might have been counted. Thus, when you say 5 
+ 3, you right away know that the answer will be 8. No real world objects are mentioned 
nor even thought of, when we did this addition. We just selected two numbers, and 
decided to do addition (we could also decide to do subtraction or multiplication). Now, 
how then we can apply math to real world if we don’t have a trace of what is counted? 
There is a way! When we want to “apply” or rather, use, math in real world, we will drag 

the names of objects counted into the math! We will keep track of numbers 

obtained, to know where they come from, which objects’ counts they represent. How 
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we do that? We will add  a small letter, or abbreviation, or a word, name, just beside the 
count to tell us what we have counted. For instance, we can write numbers, 3, 5, 7, 10 
after we counted (or measured) something. In order to keep track what we have counted 
we will add small letters right beside the numbers, like 3m, 5m, 7seconds, 10apples. 
Now, very important thing. These added letters do not represent math. They are for us to 
keep track what is counted. Unfortunately, frequently, this is all mixed up and students 
are often told they are doing math even when they describe what are they counted, why 
(to give 10 apples), where (apples from the basket, he went 3m downhill, then 5 meters 
uphill,), when (7seconds ago, not after). All this reasoning, descriptions, units, 
abbreviations, meters, seconds, apples, ago, before, after, downhill, uphill, do not belong 

to math. Why is that? Because, if you look in any pure mathematical textbook, you will 
clearly see that no theorems are stated or proved by mentioning apples, meters, seconds, 
pears, etc. All the theorems are proved strictly in terms of mathematical objects, numbers, 
sets, set of numbers, using other theorems and axioms. No extraneous objects to 
mathematics or real world descriptions, like apples, cars, downhill, uphill, will ever enter 
a mathematical theorem or its proof. 

Now, when we distinguished what is pure math and what is applied part of it, we can 
make more interesting and important conclusions. Pure mathematics deals with numbers 
and numbers only. Since number 3, say, can represent an abstracted count of so many, 
many objects, wouldn’t be interesting to have its properties investigated? It looks like 
there is some value in the fact that one concept, a number, stands for counts for so many 
objects. What we can do with pure numbers? We can compare number 3 with other 
numbers. We can say which numbers are greater than or less than other numbers. We can 
multiply them and see what numbers we are getting. And all the time we deal only with 
numbers. The value is, if we get some interesting result for a certain number or numbers, 
from our “pure” number investigation, we can use that result for all those examples in 
real world. That’s the value of pure math and its real life applications. But, in order to use 
it, say, in order to use 5 + 3 = 8, we have to make a match between pure math numbers 
and real world counts.  

Mathematics does not see the reasoning from other worlds. Math will see number 6 
(given, or picked, or measured), math will see number 10 (given, or picked, or measured), 
but it will treat them equally, in the same way, as numbers, no matter how they have been 
obtained.  

Does it mean that these numbers, 10 and 6 can come from thin air to mathematics? No, 
they don’t come from thin air! Remember when we said that numbers, in pure math, are 
abstractions for all the objects they can represent count of. They are not from thin air, 
they exist in our math as our starting point. Our pure math has already numbers available 
for our use, 1, 2, 3,…10, …, etc.. How? We did not even need to find objects to count to 
obtain different numbers. We can start with 1, then add 1 to get 2, then add 1 to get 3, etc. 
That’s why we have numbers already available for us. We only pick them, and do the 
operations. Math, for that matter, doesn’t need to know if we counted apples, or pears, of 
chewing gums. It is enough for math to tell there is number 10 and number 6 and that we 
want to add them. It is us who will keep track why we counted (because Peter was 
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hungry),  what we counted (apples, they are edible), when we counted (in the evening, 
when was the time for dinner). 

How we are allowed, at all, to go from non-axiomatic worlds, physics, economics, 
finance, to, so strictly defined, axiomatic world of mathematics? Apparently, 
mathematics does not care whether the problems come from axiomatized system or not! 
And that tells us that mathematics can not correct logical steps or see the flaws in the 
system it proudly claims it models. Assumptions coming from non-axiomatized fields, 
like physics, economics, finance, and into a strict axiomatic system, like mathematics, 
can produce results that can wreak havoc back in the field where the mathematics is 
applied.  

You may ask, at this point, how we can mix these two logical worlds. One world appear 
to be very fluid, the real world, with objects selected, of any type, and any kind of 
relationships. On the other hand, we have mathematical logic world, where we only deal 
with numbers, or sets of number, and with what appears to be set of quite precise rules, 
axioms, logic, and well defined sequences of math operations (of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division). Is there a logic that will merge and connect these two worlds? 
YES! You can mix these two worlds, thus creating brand new, hybrid axiomatic system, 
but you have to be very careful with the World # 1, the real world's objects and scenarios. 
Your assumptions  there have to be correct. Then, you can use logic used to link these 
two worlds, one of real world assumptions, the other of mathematics precisely 
quantifying those assumptions. Note that if assumptions from the real world are wrong , 
no matter how accurate and correct mathematical and logical operations are, the result 
(when transferred back to real world) will be wrong. Math and logic can’t help there. 

9. How to Teach Your Kids and Yourself to Think More Freely 

About Math and Real World Math Applications 

When I was a kid, I remember, I was often asked, during a math chat, “How many apples 
are there?” or “If you subtract 3 apples from 10 apples how many apples are left?”. Or, 
"Peter has 5 apples. How many apples he will have if he gives Susan 3 apples"? Then, 
there were many more examples of counting objects. 
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I am sure that many of you have had this kind of first encounters with mathematics. 

When I was 4th grade, an interesting idea came to my mind. Why do we need to know 
concept of an apple in order to subtract 3 from 10? How and when we become aware that 
an object is an apple, and not, say, pear? And what if Peter doesn't own an apple? Isn't the 
ownership a legal concept? Does Peter really own an apple? Then, if Susan is really 
hungry and Stephen is not, then giving Susan 3 apples is way more important than 
actually counting apples. Also, turning left and drive 2km is not the same as turning right 
and drive 2km. Yet, left and right were not part of math. Who decides where to turn? 
Why is that excluded from the mathematical problem? Those were my thoughts when I 
was in 4th grade.. 

After a while, and after many examples involving apples, cherries, cars, marbles that I 
have been shown, it became clear to me that 3 and 10 are separate, abstracted concepts of 
numbers, and hence they can be dealt with independently of any apples, oranges, pears, 
and other objects used as counting example. I have realized that math can be independent 
discipline and that the math tasks and problems can be tied to the numbers only, without 
any real world examples. But, that was a trouble, when I looked how the math is taught. I  
did not talk to teachers about that, they were very strict, and I was afraid to raise any 
issue. Yet, I was the best student in primary school, in my class, and one of the best in 
school, in math. My issue was why would you expect from kids to know, sometimes way 
more complex, non mathematical concepts in order to add two numbers? Why kids 
should know social structures and social relationships, legal concepts and then learn math 
from those examples? Math can be taught without them! The best approach is to say that 
math can be motivated by real world affairs and also it can be developed from math 
axioms. 

Then, there was another puzzle. The opposite (of knowing non mathematical concepts) 
was also true. As a kid, I realized that I didn't know how the automobile engine works, 
yet I can count engines. Then, in 7th grade when physics kicked in, we have been 
counting objects that we only vaguely knew what they are, like, electrons, atoms, waves, 
particles. To me, if math says that definition what actually belongs to a set, in order to be 
counted, must be clear and non ambiguous, it should be followed. Yet, we do not know 
what is electron, but it was apparently sufficient to stick to "it looks like it's a particle, 
but, it can be a wave too, and it may appear and disappear time after time". So, apparently 
we can define set "of objects we don't know exactly what they are" and have that count 
too. 

Throughout “schooling” teachers (not all), most likely, failed to educate us what math 
really is. From that, what is left from, so called, math education, for many of us, is a 
bitter, frustrating, scary feeling, tight test schedules, unresolved problems, and many 
confusion about math concepts. Moreover, often, teachers were running through material 
without giving any deeper insights. 

These were the issues and views I have questioned through primary school.  
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Later, it became clear that math can be developed as a discipline without waiting for real 
world examples.  

It is true that certain directions in math development were motivated by physics 
problems, like calculus, but still, calculus can be developed from scratch without physics 
input. You can not expect from kids to fully know concept of force, energy, electrical 
field, in order to introduce calculus. Calculus can be, and should be, introduced way 
earlier, right after irrational numbers. 

In this chapter I want to explain a method how to teach kids, or primary school students, 
or anyone who is interested to understand math better, to think more freely about math, 
and to see that math is a game, puzzle game sometimes, whose various challenges can be 
created by you as well. You do not need to wait for someone else to give you 
mathematical problems and tasks. I hope that, after you read this chapter, you will have 
an unstoppable desire to revisit other parts of math, and to go on your own journey which 
will also include you creating new mathematical problems to solve. 

Let’s start!  

Counting objects is the core of mathematics. Let’s say we have two kids, Peter and 
Stephen, who wants to learn math. Usually the learning starts with showing some objects, 
say apples, and asking kids to count them. Then, it comes addition. Addition of apples, 
subtraction of pears, and perhaps later multiplication and division. 

After, say one hour or so of these kind of drills, or even after a few days, Peter and 
Stephen will always expect to see objects then to count them. That’s where the word 
“given” in math comes from, or even word “suppose”. Peter or Stephen will always 
expect to have a problem in front of them, to be “given” what he needs to solve. Needless 
to say, kids may be, at this point, scared to ask where these problems come from? Who 
“gives” them?  

Here is the answer. 

It would be nice to show to kids that 2 + 3 = 5 is independent of any objects counted. 
This can be done by going through a number of examples with apples, oranges, cars, 
CDs, pencils, even time, like hours and seconds, and then show separately that 2 + 3 
equals 5 no matter what are you counting. You can reuse this numerical answer for any 
objects you may be counting in future. At this point kids should be aware of numbers as 
separate concepts. They have to be aware that numbers can exist without any real world 
examples. They have to be aware that they can do two things with numbers. Deal with 
them as pure numbers, like 2 + 3 = 5, and, obtain these numbers by counting objects. It is 
very important to explain this fact to them. 

And, now, here is the main step! 
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Children Peter and Stephen are major actors in this story. In the same room where the 
kids are get a bunch of some objects together, say 30 apples. Put the apples in a basket. 
Ask Stephen to go outside of room. Then, tell Peter to specify how many apples he wants 
to be taken of the basket and put on table. Suggest to Peter that the number he specified is 
completely arbitrary, it’s up to him to tell the number. Or, he may have his own logic to 
do that. Let’s say Peter chose number 5, for whatever reason. Call Stephen to come in. 
Peter will at that moment tell Stephen to take 5 apples out of the basket and put them on 
the table. Ask Peter again to chose another number. Peter says 3 and Stephen will take 3 
apples from the basket to table, in another group. 

Now, explain to Peter how his arbitrary, starting selection, a starting number of apples 
dictated how many other objects, say, pencils will be counted. It also dictated the two 
numbers Stephen was dealing with. Also, explain to Peter that it is him who specified 
how many apples were to be counted. There was no pressure from anyone else, no 
“given” number of apples.  It was Peter who “gave” the numbers. 

So, in mathematics, not only that you can count some objects and tell how many of those 
objects are there, but also you can use a pure number to start with, and tell how many of 
other things is to be counted. This count, specified by you, can be a “given” starting point 
for someone else’s calculation! Please feel free to select any “starting” number again and 
play with mathematical operations, addition, subtraction etc, using other numbers by your 
choice. The numerical results you get is important knowledge, and can be reused in real 
world applications. Note that moment when you have a number in your mind, to be used. 
Say, it is a number five. That very moment, before you specify what will be counted is 
the boundary between pure and applied math. While thinking about number five, you do 
not have to think which objects will be counted up to five. Notice that there are infinitely 
many objects you can apply number five to, i.e. you can count to five infinitely many 
kinds objects. Which object you will chose, is in most cases, outside the math! If you are 
hungry you may chose 5 apples, but if you are not, you may chose only two!  

Let’s say, after a while, you have a few pages with numbers chosen by you, and a group 
of results obtained by multiplication, addition, etc. On that list of numbers you removed 
any trace of where that numbers came from, i.e. what objects were counted or measured. 
Now, you may want to sort those numbers, as you wish, maybe by magnitude, smaller 
numbers first, bigger numbers later. Note here that math does not see where the numbers 
3 and 2, for instance, came from, or why. You can count cars passing by, you can count 
cars on parking lot, or these can be numbers you tell car dealer to move cars in the 
garage. Math can’t see that. Math only see you provided to it number 2 and 3 to add. It is 
you that you have to carefully keep track what did you count and why and where the 
result will go. 

Back to Peter and Stephen. Now, it is time to ask Stephen to specify how many apples 
will be taken out of the basket while Peter is out of the room. Now Peter will have 
“given” numbers to add, and Stephen will become aware that it is him who can specify 
these initial conditions for counting. 
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You can also ask Peter to think of 3 objects, then of another 3 objects and add them in his 
head. Stephen’s role is only to do mathematical operations. The game will be that 

Peter asks Stephen to add 2 and 3. Stephen will add those numbers and obtain 5 as the 
result. Stephen doesn’t know what objects are counted! That’s the pure mathematics. 
Stephen should be aware, at this point, of the universal nature of numbers, that 2 + 3 = 5 
no matter which objects are counted. 

These exercises should be continued with measuring and specifying length. First Peter 
will be the one who will specify the distance between two objects in the room, by moving 
those objects apart. Then, Stephen will come in the room and measure the distance. 
Second exercise will be for Stephen and Peter, to specify the distance and then measure 
and move two objects to match that distance. It is of fundamental importance here to 
make Peter and Stephen aware that it’s them who specify the initial numbers, counts, and 
then the change is done in real world by their own specification! During these exercises 
kids will start thinking more freely about mathematics, and starting creating their own 
mathematical problems, instead of only dealing with what is “given” to them. 

Peter may want to ask “Ok, I have done all this math calculations, and what I get is a 
number as the result. Where is the real world application?” 

Here is the answer. Let’s say Peter obtained number 5 as counting pencils. What now? 
What possible application can be created using number 5 and pencils? 

Here is how the real world examples can be created. Make this sentence: 

“If I have 5 pencils AND IF 'something else A' THEN 'something else B .” 

Note first “AND IF”! Following that it can be a true statement about anything you can 
imagine that can depend on the number of pencils counted. You have a true statement 
that you counted and obtained 5 pencils. Then, you may say, IF I have 5 pencils AND IF 
it’s sunny outside THEN I will decide to go out and draw landscapes. Note how the 
number of pencils influenced your decision to go outside and draw landscapes. Please 
note how open ended logical connective “AND IF ” can be related to any specified fact 
YOU have in mind! The very true and accurate calculation of 5 pencils can lead to an 
action that you can attach to this number! It is really up to you or up to your analysis 
what will depend on number five. It can be your creative new statement, new initiative or 
new decision that will start once you have 5 (and not 3 or 6) pencils in. That connective 
on the other side of "AND IF" can be another count, obtained from counting other objects 
too. 

If you consider analysing quantitative relationships between objects and processes, 
numbers obtained that way can be used in quantifying another objects and processes that 
may be in the relationships with the first group you have already analyzed. 

10. The link between pure and applied math, physics formula 

and their moral, ethical, emotional processing in our brains. 
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Newton Second Law, F = ma.  

In addition to defining force, and showing its relationship with mass and acceleration, the 
formula is interesting because of few other aspects. It is a given way of thinking, a 
specific direction of thinking we can use in solving some important questions in real 
world. This value of directional thinking has its merit even if you can’t tell where the 
formula comes from. Given formula like this is comparable to an invention, it’s a 
postulate, an affirmation, a statement, a premise, given a priori, for your use. 

So, let’s see what is the additional significance of this formula.  

Since you can count almost anything, and conversely, can specify count of anything, 
finding relationships between counts can be very interesting. For instance you can 
initially specify that mass count will be 5 kg, i.e. m = 5kg. You specify that it is the mass 
we want to count or measure (measure is counting how many units of certain amount is in 
target quantity) and then you specify actual number, in this case 5. Note how you specify 
the starting number.  

Then, acceleration. Pick any value, set any value, say 3 m/s^2.  

Now it’s the time to find out how much of force there will be. But, look, the count of 
force, the amount of force is determined by the counts relationship between the counts of 
mass and counts of acceleration. Of course, if this relationship is not specified we could 
give force either arbitrary value or the value implied by specific requirement or 
application. In both cases we will give the starting number for force. However, since the 
quantity of force is bound by the relationship between mass and acceleration, we will use 
these two to obtain the amount of force. The magnitude of force is linked to the counts 
obtained from mass and acceleration. This is very elegant point! We are allowed to count 
objects. We are allowed to specify initial, starting quantitative value for objects. We 
manipulate counts obtained from two objects, and then use that count to obtain amount of 
the third object. We are allowed to specify a starting number for mass and acceleration 
apparently from thin air. But, also, if the physical law, which I would call law of 
quantitative relationships of quantifiable concepts, objects, or processes, is specified, 
then, instead of us to give the count for force, the multiplication of counts for mass and 
acceleration will dictate and give us that number! In this case it will be 15 N. Note how, 
before we specified mass and acceleration values, we did not know at all what the value 
for force will be. Also, note how counts of mass and acceleration dictate how much force 
we will count, then possibly apply. Of course, the genius of Newton is to know which 

quantities to measure and put in quantitative relationship. What to measure and 

what quantitative relationship to establish between physical objects is the major 

task of Physics. 

At this point role in analysis of mathematics and physics ends. They fulfilled their roles. 
Even more precisely, mathematics role ends when the multiplication is done. Math did 
not care whether you multiply 5 apples in 3 baskets, or, as in this case, 5 kg with 3 m/s^2. 
Math did its job by multiplying the numbers 5 and 3 and giving back the result to you. It 
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is you who kept track of what is multiplied and to what the multiplication result refers to. 
And then at that point the role of physics ends, in this application. How? Once you 
obtained a count, amount of a certain quantity, a number, in this case force, the role of 
physics ends. Physics of course had a part in deciding what to count. The very selection 
of mass and acceleration, and decision that you are going to quantify, i.e. count them, 
defines physics. So, physics can be defined in specifying what to count and trying to 
establish numerical inter relationships between such obtained counts. Logical methods 
are, of course, used throughout physics and math, but initial assumptions are left to 
geniuses to discover and postulate.  

So, again, once you obtained the number, an amount, a count of certain property, in this 
case force, the role of Physics ends in this analysis. Everything else, what are you going 
to do with this force of 15 N, why, when, is matter of other sciences. Is it a force that has 
some value for human experience? Is it ethical to apply this force? How about moral 
value? Is it a force that will be apply to start a boat motor that can save lives later? Is it a 
tangential force on the bomber's engine pylon? All these questions are started after the 
physics did its job, in selecting force as a property of interest and specifying an amount 
for it. The interpretation of what that force is and can be is a matter of human experience, 
how our brain process and interpret the effect of the force applied, how biochemical 
triggers and neurological reactions process it, which neural path configurations in our 
brain, fuelled by oxygen and ATP are activated. What the force of 15N did can be subject 
of social analysis, cognition, psychology, maybe war tactics analysis, it may trigger our 
emotional, moral response, it can have legal consequences, economic consequences. And 
this is a boundary and a limitation of physics and mathematics. It will give a quantitative 
relationship inside certain system, in this case physical, but it stops there, because it can 
not define and measure our human experience, our human valuation of it. Is there a way 
to connect physics and our human experience? There is. The way is mapping, associating 
the physical actions with what do they mean to us from moral, ethical, emotional point of 
view (for instance, is physics used to develop nuclear and conventional weapons, are we 
going to build wind farms on the shore, are we going to construct a dam and possibly 
change ecosystems with the artificial lake). But, this map is not created by physics laws. 
It’s created by us. 

12. How to Calculate a Surface Area of an Arbitrary, Irregular 

Shape - Story of Pirate Island 

My goal here is to introduce the ideas of calculus, and methods of summation and 
integration in the way that can be explained and thought to primary school students. In 
addition, anyone interested in knowing more about calculus and ideas behind integration 
can read and, most likely, greatly benefit from this chapter.  

There are only a few prerequisites for this integration introduction.  

In order to achieve this goal, students, or readers, should have to be familiar with 
integers, and at least with rational numbers, fractions. Concept of a function would be 
good to know, but it is not required. It will be introduced here. Readers should know how 
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to calculate surface area of an rectangle (I am sure everyone knows that!), some triangles, 
and a circle. That's it! It's my goal to make new concepts’ explanations easy and clear, 
with minimum initial knowledge required! It has to be fun all along too! Rigorous proofs 
are left out. They can be found in any book on calculus. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The Pirate Island at night. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The Pirate Island during the day. 
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This chapter will introduce readers with a method to calculate the surface area of an 
object of an irregular, arbitrary shape.  

Students are, for a long time, trained to calculate areas of rectangles, trapezoids, circles, 
maybe ellipse, and other 2D and 3D objects. They are pushed to memorize formulae in 
order to pass the tests or math exams. Yet, when they look around, in the real world, there 
are examples that has nothing to with all that mathematics material the students have 
been through for many years. Look at the stocks graph, temperature changes, wind 
direction, car driving, etc. Even kids in 4th grade will have good understanding what is 
mechanically say, going on in these cases, but, quantification and mathematics are not 
shown to be, somehow, applicable for those instances yet. One example is that students 
will be most likely puzzled what would be the formula to calculate a surface area of an 
object of a completely irregular shape, like the shape of an fried egg, or the shape of an 
island. This is excellent question, and, moreover, there is no need to keep students away 
from the answers for years, until they come to secondary school, to get the calculus and 
pre-calculus classes. Basic ideas are very easy to grasp, and I am sure, this chapter will be 
an eye opener and new ideas generator for the readers.  

Let’s start. You do not need to hunt for a formula in mathematics all the time! Method, 
approach is way more important than finding, or even worse, memorizing formulae in 
many cases. And, it's the actual method to calculate a surface area of an arbitrary shape 
that is the essence of integration, the idea that represents one of the fundamental concepts 
in calculus. 

Let's take our focus from a boring math text, and look around. Where we can apply math? 
Let's consider the following example. A pirate island. We want to calculate a surface area 
of a pirate island, let's call it The Pirate Island.  

There may be many reason why we need to do that. Maybe we want to see how much of 
it is covered by forest. Or, we want to make an accurate map for future treasure hunters. 
Here I want to make one important point. Math can't distinguish between real world and 
fictional one, like the fairy tale! Check this. Two dragons ate 53kg of coal each. How 
much coal they ate together? It's up to you to develop reasoning what and why to count, 
and provide these requirements to math. Math will do the calculations, but can’t 

distinguish whether the numbers are coming from real or fictional world. 

The Island has a completely arbitrary and irregular shape. If we try to search for a 
formula ready solution, we will not find it, most likely. So, how we calculate the surface 
area of an arbitrary shape?  

To start with, let’s draw the island from the bird’s perspective. Let’s focus only on shape 
and leave out vegetation, animals, sand, rocks etc. Just the shape of the island in one 
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instance of time. Of course, we have to do that, because the shape of island is constantly 
changing because of the waves or tides. But, we will assume one shape for our purpose. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Pirate Island shape from the bird’s perspective. 

Since we know how to calculate the surface of an rectangle, let’s use rectangle to 
calculate the surface of the island. Let’s cover it with rectangles. We can cover it with 
triangles too, or with circles, for which we know how to calculate surface area. That will 
change a little in our approach, and, in addition, rectangles are quite simple too. So, let’s 
do it. Here is how the Island looks like covered with rectangles. 
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Fig. 4. The Pirate Island covered with rectangles. Trying to fit as closely as possible the 
shape of island with rectangles and compare their surface areas. 

We want to try to cover, as closely as possible, the shape of the island with rectangles, 
and then compare their surface areas. 

If we label each rectangle and note its dimensions we can add them up and obtain the 
surface area covered by all the rectangles we have used so far. We will immediately 
notice several things. First is that our covered area is not the actual area of the island, but 
only close to it. There are errors, there are missed surfaces where the curvatures are. On 
the good side we can have some idea, from our calculation, after adding rectangles 
surfaces, what the total area approximately is. It’s a bit bigger than what we got, but we 
also note that it has a definite limit value, which is actual surface area of the Island. Don’t 
worry that we are talking here about estimated value. We are doing a good estimate, we 
have a good approach to estimate. Moreover, the estimation will lead us to determine the 
exact value of the island surface area. 

At this point, let’s see what we can do to get closer to the actual surface area. The first 
thing that comes to mind is to add more (smaller) rectangles to fill in gaps between 
present rectangles and the curvature line of the island. That’s correct. Let’s magnify one 
part of the island and rectangles in it, to see clearly the gaps on surface between rectangle 
and the curve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. A magnified portion of the Island. 
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With the addition of more and more, smaller and smaller rectangles we fill in the gaps 
denser and denser, and our covering surface area is getting more and more accurate, 
closer to the real value. However, because of the smoothness of the shore curve, the 
smoothness of the island shape, there appear to be always gaps between rectangles and 
the island curve! That is actually very true. Let’s magnify again the portion of the island 
we have just filled with more rectangles and see how it looks like. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Again magnified portion of the island with more, smaller, finer rectangles in. 

Still more gaps. But, they are smaller too. Hence, the error is smaller. We have a sense, 
that even if we add more and more rectangles, there will be always gaps, though smaller 
and smaller, because the curve is smooth and our rectangles have right angles. However, 
there is one powerful thing that we can notice at this point. While there is a difference 
between the surface area we are getting by adding smaller and smaller rectangles and the 
real island surface area, also is the error between the surface area we are getting, and 
some correct value we are after. Moreover, with this approach, by adding more and more 
smaller and smaller rectangles we can approach to the correct value as close as we wish. 

We can get close to any number of decimal places. That sounds like a good 
achievement, right? If you calculate the surface area of an island that is say 10 square 
miles with the accuracy of 0.00000000000005 square mile, which is half of the grain of 
sand area, you seem to have quite a good result. But, you may ask, what is the exact 
value, and not just approximate, no matter how close to that value, using our rectangles, 
we get. 

There are two answers to this question. One is that, when we add more and more, smaller 
and smaller rectangles to fill in the gaps, we may be able to see to which value our 
successive sums are aiming at! We can be 100% certain that there is a value we are after, 
and sometimes we can actually name that limiting value, and that will be the actual 
surface area of the Island. Note again, that even we do not “reach” that value with our 
process of getting rectangles, we still can approach it as close as we wish, and as accurate 
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as we wish, even to millionth of decimal places. When we can say that we can do that 
kind of approach to some limiting value, the value in question is actual correct value for 
our way of summation. Moreover, that’s exactly how mathematicians define a limit value 
of a sum in the process of integration. Integration is nothing more than summation taking 
into account this limit summation method of our rectangles. 

The other answer has to do with the definition of irrational numbers. Irrational means 
numbers that can not be represented by a ratio of two integers (rational numbers, m/n, 
where m and n are integers and n is not equal to 0). For instance, square root of 2 or Pi, 
are some of irrational numbers. Their main property is that they are represented by 
infinite number of non repeating decimal places. You may think then that these numbers 
will be infinitely large. But, they are not, because each time smaller and smaller fractions 
are added, like we added smaller and smaller rectangles in our island and we know that 
these rectangles are always between island limits and our present calculated surface area. 
As long as you add smaller and smaller fractions each time, and you know that there is 
upper limit that can not be exceeded you are dealing with irrational numbers.  Try it by 
yourself. Get any number and start adding more and more decimal places to it! You will 
see that every time you, actually, can have the upper limit of your number, if you wish, 
or, you can add more and more decimal places, noting that each time you added 
obviously a smaller fraction! From the very strict mathematical point of view, what we 
have just done is the actual definition of an irrational number. They must be defined as 
limit values as you add smaller and smaller fractions. Sometimes these limit values are 
clearly visible, sometimes they may not been known, but in each case it has to be proved 
that they exist and that we can approach them to any accuracy we wish and as close as we 
wish.  

If you still think that, at least theoretically, the coastal island line is still too jagged to be 
smooth (but continuous!) on any scale, another approach is to consider fractal theory in 
calculating the coastal line length. Good starting point is Koch snowflake. That is the 
subject outside the scope of this book. 

Now, back to Island. While we explored our accuracy of calculating surface area, don’t 
forget what we have started with! We have started even with a thought to try to find 
ready to use, plug in, formula for the surface of the island. But, that was wrong approach. 
Then we thought of method of covering rectangles, and by using them we got the correct 
and very powerful method to calculate, to any accuracy we wish, the island surface 

area. 

We can now generalize our result. Using this method of covering rectangles we can 
calculate essentially surface area of any shape. Interesting example is calculating surface 
area of an aircraft tail and rudder section.  

Here is illustration. Principle is the same. 
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Fig. 7. Numerical methods of calculation of a surface area of an aircraft vertical stabilizer 
and rudder sections. 

This method of covering rectangles, to call it like that, is the fundamental idea behind 
calculus and numerical methods in engineering applications. Numerical methods in 
engineering simply means, in many cases “since there is no ready to use formula, let’s 
use some approximate method with limiting process for summation, like method of 
covering rectangles”.  

You are now familiar with one more fundamental idea of calculus. Taking the calculation 
to the limit, in our case we are adding more and more smaller rectangles to get to the 
limit of  the island surface area. Note that! Taking to the limit is what is the basis of the 

calculus. That’s very powerful thought we came with and powerful method. For instance, 
if we did not take it to the limit, we may not be able to see what the actual surface area 
value may be, nor we will be in position to conclude that we will approach that area with 
any accuracy we want. When you take process to the limit you are already mastering 

the most fundamental idea in calculus. 
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Using "covering rectangle" method, method of dividing, then summing the area or line 
length, or surface areas, (limiting process is involved here, as we have seen)  is a 
common method of solution for arbitrary, irregularly shaped lines, surfaces and volumes. 
Also, the method is used as well when a function is defined in a closed form, frequently 
by one or more formulae (where possible) to describe (as a continuous, smooth function) 
lines, surfaces, and volumes.  

13.  Where the Graphs Come From  

Curve, as a word for a function, for the function’s graphical representation, in 
mathematics, is misleading, on many levels. First, it puts in the first place a visual 
property of a line, it refers to a visual impression of a curvature, since many of 
mathematical functions represented have the form of curvy line. Of course, a function can 
be represented by a straight line too. But, more importantly, what the term fails to capture 
and signify is that the “curve” represents pairs of numbers, i.e. pairs of counts. Function, 
in mathematics, is a set of pairs, or, in the case of multivariable functions, a set of 
associated numbers. It represents counts you have paired for some reason. It has to be, 
also, clear that function is not a formula. Formula is only one numerical rule via only 
certain functions can be specified. Note, formula is only a rule. Functions itself is more of 
a map, or more precisely, it is a set of paired numbers.  

 
Why do we use a graph as the most common representation of mathematical functions?  
Someone, at some point, came up with the idea to consider counts of length, i.e. 
magnitude of length, a number that is obtained by measuring length, length of line, as 
universal, visual representation of all other counts, numbers, measurements. Pure 
practical reasons, convenience! The count obtained by measuring the length of a line will 
be the same as the count obtained, for example, by counting cars, measuring mass, 
temperature, energy, momentum, stating the price of goods, determining speed, counting 
how many trains go through the station during the day. Thus, showing the line on the 
graph, and knowing that the next step is measuring the length of that line, then matching 
that count (obtained from measuring the line’s length) with the count of another object, 
will give you the representation of the quantity you are interested in, as depicted in Fig 1. 
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Fig 1. Matching the counts. 
 
Each point on the curve represents a pair of straight line lengths, namely x and y, or L1 
and L2. This is the most important property of the graph, that its points represent the 

pairs of lengths. The shape of curve is not there, in most of the cases, to be considered 
aesthetically. The curve shape tells you the quantitative relation between the paired 
lengths, and that’s the most important information you can get by visually inspecting the 
curve of a graph in mathematics. 
 

 
Fig 2. Another view of matching the counts and using a graph for representation. 
 
So, the major conclusions now follow. Function in math is a defined pair of counts. 
Function is not a formula. The other good word for function is mapping, map, between 
two or more numbers. Function is a set of paired numbers. Curve in math graph is a 
visual representation of paired lengths. Lengths of the curve, line are equivalent to the 
numbers, counts obtained from other sources, for instance, by measurements, agreements, 
counting, picking the number. 
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11. Motivation to Use Graphs in Math, Physics and Motivation 

to Know Arbitrary Surface Area Calculations 

You may ask, after having some experience with calculus, and with integration in 
particular, are there any other reasons to learn integration, other than to calculate the area 
of arbitrary surfaces of physical objects. Yes, there are. The point is that mathematics 
uses graph as a tool a lot. Graphical representation of functions is the most common use. 
Also, mathematicians, physicists, economists like to represent a number, a count, a 

quantity, graphically as a length of a line in some coordinate system, where the line 
length matches the count in question. Then, since we use line to represent counts or 
numbers obtained, the product of two numbers will automatically be shown as a surface, 
bounded by these lines. Then, volumes can come into picture too. It is just pure 
convenience, call it visual convenience, if you wish, that we have found and decided to 
use lines and surfaces to represent our quantities. We are still most interested in numbers 
which these graphical elements represent. 

 

 

As you know, you can count many, many things. Moreover, what you have also seen, you 
can play with numbers without knowing where they come from. For you know that, for 
instance, 2 + 3 is equal 5 no matter whether you counted apples, CDs, meters, kilograms, 
pears, cars, pencils, rockets, measure lengths, etc. You can work with numbers, 2, 3, and 
5 now independently of any objects from the real world. And it is helpful to know in 
advance that 2 + 3 = 5, so you can use in any possible counting situation.  

Now, let’s say you want to count how many cars are driving by each minute on the street. 
These can be the result of your measurements: 1st min 15 cars, 2nd minute 23 cars, 3 rd 
minute 10 cars, 4th minute 12 cars, 5th minute 22 cars. Of course you can draw a table 
with the columns showing minutes and associated count of cars.  
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Time (mins) Cars 

1 15 

2 23 

3 10 

4 12 

5 22 

 

That’s an excellent way to do it. Now, let’s say you want to represent count of cars not 
only by numbers written on paper, or by table,  but with marbles. Maybe you did not have 
a paper at hand, so you needed to use marbles. This means that for 10 cars you will have 
10 marbles. For 22 cars you will have 22 marbles. Then you can use the marbles to count 
minutes. One marble for one minute, two marbles for two minutes etc. You realize that 
you can use marbles to represent the count of anything, apples, pears, oranges, rockets, 
cars, cookies, rabbits, atoms, molecules, etc. But, marbles doesn’t seem to be practical 
too much. You have to carry a lot of them, and, although they carry exact information 
about the counts of things they represent, they are too heavy to carry around. What else 
can be used to represent conveniently numbers, counts, quantities, of anything? It was 
discovered that length can be used to represent counts of other things. You draw the line 
of certain length and say that its length represents a count of some objects. In our 
example we will draw a line of 10 mm to represent 10 cars, then line of 23 mm to 
represent 23 cars. The similar things can be done for time measurements. We will draw a 
line of, say, 1 cm for 1 minute then 2 cm for 2 minutes etc. We are using length of line to 
show the numbers, counts we have obtained. Please note, selecting line as a tool is our 
choice, because of convenience, since its length represents different counts, numbers, 
quantities. Why it is convenient? By looking at the graph you can immediately see when 
a quantity is bigger than the other, you can see the trend between quantities and their 
other relationship, like minimum, maximum, you can see their relative ratios, speed of 
change, etc. Of course, all this things could be calculated from the table too, but you have 
to go through the table row by row, and do a lot of comparison. Table is one of the ways 
to represent pairs of numbers as we did here. Moreover, technically we can use either 
table or graph! Of course, with the trouble comes when we, for instance, have to show the 
pairs of real  numbers. There are infinitely many of them even on the segment [0,1]. Note 
how graph is more convenient, because it visually shows elements and quantitative 
relationships that can be harder to spot in the table. Let’s repeat again, we used length of 
a line  (as we first did with counting marbles, or as you used fingers to count objects) as a 
practical, convenient, universal way to represent counts of all other objects we are 
interested in any particular measurements or calculation.  

Another practical advantage of a graph is that you also can line up numbers, or order 
them, along the line, matching the length of line with a corresponding number. There is 
nothing wrong using marbles or fingers, it's just seem to be impractical to communicate 
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some ideas. However, these two methods of representing numbers are completely correct 
too.  

For instance while you think you can represent only integers with you fingers, you can 
actually represent any number! How? Say, you want to show number 3/5 with your 
fingers. You will show first 5 fingers and say this is how many times I divide number 
one. Then you show 3 fingers and say this is how many times I will multiply the quantity 
I've just obtained by dividing number one into 5 parts. The result of these two simple 
operations gives exactly 3/5 and it's communicated with fingers only!  

Graph of a function serves the purpose to represent and show all pairs of numbers. Line 
on a graph should be seen as a continuous set of paired numbers. 

 

 

Here are some examples of lines in action! Of course these are called graphs in 
mathematics, physics, engineering, economics, or in any other discipline where we have 
to show some quantitative relationship. 
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Fig 1. Examples of graphs 

We are, perhaps, used to look at the graphs and focus on their shape, or on, even, their 
aesthetics values or characteristics. But, aesthetic value of a graph lines in mathematics, 
is of far less importance. No matter how attractive graph looks, the line of it represents 
the paired numbers which are the lengths from each coordinate. That's the main purpose 
of graph. The shape of graph tells us how these pairs of numbers differ from one to 
another by their magnitudes. 

 

So, using graph is about calculating surface area that can represent not only physical 
objects, like The Pirate Island, airplane vertical stabilizer, or ship’s sail, but any surface 
that can come from graphical representation of various amounts, measured, counted, 
obtained by any way, and their quantitative relationships. We came up to the point that 
surface will represent something because we agreed, at the first place, that length 
represents something, that length of line we draw in graph corresponds to a number, 
count, obtained by measurement (or by any other means). 

Perhaps, this is a good place to describe steps that we use in these scenarios and how we 
can use thus acquired knowledge. 

1. First we measure quantities of interest and note their relationships. 
2. We represent the counts of these different quantities by lengths of line. We draw 

a graph. 
3. Since we started dealing with lines, automatically the surface bounded by these 

lines will  represent product of these quantities of interest. Example is speed, v, 
and time, t. If we plot graph v(t), then automatically surface area under the graph 
will represent path taken.  

4. We use our “method of rectangles”, i.e. integration, to calculate surface area, if 
required! 
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Note how we first focus, without considering the usage of graph, on relationships and 
measurements, mathematical treatment, of different objects. Then, we can use numbers 
by themselves, or use  table, or graph, for our further analysis. In graph we represent all 
those counts and numbers by lines of certain length, to show us, visually, quantitative 
relationships between measured objects. 

In addition to lines, coded color schemes can be introduced as the third dimension on the 
two dimensional graphs. Color codes are frequently used to represent temperatures over 
certain surface area, for instance temperatures at the cities in an weather report. 

15. Real World Examples for Rational Numbers – How to 

Explain it to Your Kids or Students 

Rational numbers represent just a different quantity, different than integers. A rational 

number is a ratio of two integers (where divisor is not equal to 0). It is very useful to 
point that very early, that a rational number, or a rational quantity, is just a quotient of 

two integers, or two whole numbers, because kids are already familiar with integers. 
Rational  numbers are quantities that sit between integers, although, strictly speaking 
integers are a subset of rational numbers, because every integer divided by 1 is by 
definition a rational number as well. Set of integers is a subset of rational numbers. But, 
for the introduction it should be acceptable to show that rational numbers are quantities 
that are between integers. For instance 7/5, 3/8, 17/19, 123/127, are all rational quantities. 
Note, however, that they are just constructed as division of two integers, 7, 5, 3, 8, 17, 19, 
123, 127. Hence any quotient, any ratio of m/n (where m, n belong to the set of whole 
numbers or integers, and n is not equal to 0) is a rational number. 

There is another way to nicely explain introduction of rational numbers. You really only 
have to know integers to construct all rational numbers. Let's say number 37/258. How 
you get this number using only integers? Let's use a length unit of measure, say, 1 meter. 
Take one meter and divide it carefully to 258 segments (obviously you can divide it to 
any number of segments you wish). Take that one, small segment which is one 258th part 
of meter and multiply it, or, put one after another, 37 times. The length you get by adding 
these small segments is exactly 37/258 meters! Note that we used ONLY INTEGERS to 
obtain this new number, new length. You can call these kinds of lengths as you wish, but 
someone agreed to use word "rational" because it is written as a ratio of two integers. 
But, what this "ratio" really tells you is that you use known numbers, integers, and do 
operations, first division and then multiplication to obtain the new length.  

Motivation for mathematics, increased focus of a student, and plenty of examples for 
whole numbers, rational and real numbers can be made by using: 

• Pirates, pirate's ships. Invent a story of a pirate's ship coming to an island. Wind 
speed is 10.754 m/s, rum bottle is 3/4 full, surface area of sail is 25.78 square 
meters. 
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• Scuba diving. Various divers are at various depths, 7.89 meters, 12.75 m, and 
21.997 m. Oxygen can last 1.23 hrs for each diver, etc. Temperature of the water 
is 12.79 degrees Celsius. 

• Text messaging. Each text message costs 0.87$. How much 127 messages cost? 
• Car racing. Speed of Formula 1 cars, time of arrival, fuel consumption, engine 

temperature, laps counts, tire rubber temperature, order of drivers count, speed, 
winners, pit time, randomness of pit times, laps, track, track length, compare tire 
diameter, volume with the length of the track 

 

 

• Scale models airplanes. If the scale is 1:80, what is the wing span on the model, if 
the real wing span is 57m?  

• Duration of phone calls 
• Pets and other animals. How much food they drink and eat.  
• Volume of ice cream, ice cream cones  
• Space travel  
• Food distribution (airplanes, countries, how many people, food ratios, nutrition 

value). Kids and everyone like to help. Good motivation to use mathematics. 
• Astronomy  
• Speed in general, a numerical value, obtained by measuring distance and time. 

 

• Weather, air temperature, wind speed and direction, nature. 
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• Favourite student's rock star contact lenses dimensions 
• Flight deck instruments  
• Car driving instruments, dashboard. 
• Show the graph of stock prices on NYMEX web page  
• Airplanes, trains, ships, transport 
• Music, musical instruments, tones, songs  
• Surface areas of squares and rectangles 
• DVD, CD surface areas  
• TV screen surface areas calculations 
• Liquid level in the bottle, or any container 
• Time measurements by watches.     

During explanation make every attempt to clearly separate non mathematical 

reasoning from actual mathematical calculations in each of these examples. Clearly 
show that real world situations can be a motivation to count and measure certain objects, 
and hence to obtain certain numbers (rational, integers), but emphasize that those 
numbers and operations on them can exist by themselves too (pure math). Also, show that 
you can go from math to real world. You can say that you want to fill 1/2 of a bottle with 
water. Note that, here, you first came up with a number 1/2. You don't know yet what this 
quantity will represent! It is only a number 1/2. Only in the next, separate step, you 
decide it will be related to a bottle of water. Bottle of water! Not 1/2 of a watermelon, or 
1/2 of a cake, or 1/2 of an apple, but a 1/2 of bottle of water! 

One of the best examples to illustrate rational numbers may be to start with pizza. 

Here is one whole pizza. That's number one. But, look. You can have half a pizza, right? 
How many halves will make one whole pizza? 2! How about one quarter of a pizza? How 
many quarters will make one whole pizza? 4! So, the main question we are asking here 
is what is that quantity then when multiply by 4 will give the whole one. That's 1/4! 
What is the quantity that when multiply by 2 will give one whole pizza? It's 1/2! 
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Let's look at that pizza again. How many friends can divide the pizza so each one can 
have an equal slice? 2? 3? More? Sure, say 10 friends. Even more? Of course, there can 
be 120 people wanting to get a slice of ONE pizza. Each one of them will get exactly 
1/120th part of pizza. You can see that we can divide pizza to as many slices as we want. 
What would be other numbers to divide pizza in equal parts? We surely can give 
examples of 1/9, 1/12, 1/125, 1/1279, 1/100242, ...Any integer can be a divisor! 

Now, let's say you want to divide 2 pizzas to, say, 15 friends. Each one will get, in that 
case, 2/15 part of pizza. Maybe you are having a big party and you have 5 pizzas and 17 
friends. Each one will get 5/17 of a pizzas. This quantity, 5/17, is the real quantity, it 
exists as a real slice (how you are going to cut pizza equally is a technical issue :-). So, 
we can see now, that dividend, i.e. how many pizzas you can have can be any integer. 
You can have 1, 2, 5, 15, ...20, 100, pizzas. And you can divide them between 2, 3, 120, 
...150, friends. This tells us that rational number can be represented by two integers, one 
is dividend, another is divisor (divisor must be different than 0). Like this a/b = c, where 
"a" can be any integer, "b" can be any integer other than 0. Number "c" is their quotient. 

Another interesting example to illustrate rational numbers is when you want to divide 
juices from 5 one litres juice boxes or more to 17 friends, but each one is getting a 
(unusual size) glass of  107 ml. You will start filling up glasses from the first box, and 
you can show your student how sometimes when a box is empty, and the glass partially 
filled then the glass must be filled up from another juice box or bottle. That's the nice 
point to introduce rational numbers too. 

Let me demonstrate you, in one example, what is the difference between pure and 
applied math. It will help to understand where the numbers come from and why they can 
be used in real life situations, and how mathematics can be independent discipline no 
matter how many real life examples are there. Moreover, we should not move from 
integers to rational numbers without having another, perhaps deeper look, what numbers 
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are, and their relation to objects counted. Once this is clear, then, it will be way more 
clear how we define ANY kind of a number. To give you an advanced start, all numbers 
are constructed from integers, either as ratios of two integers, or, sums of ratios of two 
integers, i.e. sums of fractions, finite or infinite (with repeating or non repeating 
decimals).  

When you see a person writing down 2 + 3 =...   you don't know what objects she might 
be adding! But you know the result will be 5. That's, actually, pure math!  You see, a 

person is writing down 2 + 3 =… Now,  let's say it again, you don’t know what that 

person has in mind, which objects she was counting. But, you know that the result 

will be 5! That’s, so called, pure math. You have just abstracted pure numbers from 

any objects whose counts these numbers can represent! While objects counted 
(whatever they may be ) can have color, weight, temperature, texture, taste (if you count 
apples), the numbers you have just dealt with have their own properties, which are 
magnitudes and their relations with other numbers, i.e. great than, less than, equal, 
divisible by, etc. But these are numbers' properties and not the properties of objects we 
have counted. Investigating these numbers' properties is subject of pure math. 

One more nice point about pure math. You don't need to see 5 objects to come up with 
the number 5! You can start with pure number 1 and add four times number 1 and you 
got 5! You see how even you can abstract operation of addition from any real world 
object that may be counted. You can deal with number 1 only and by adding (or 
subtracting number 1) you can define all whole numbers, without even counting any real 
world object. 

In the same way you can construct rational numbers, by dividing integers you just 
obtained! The examples in real world comes at the point when you associate to a number 
a thing or object you have counted! So, it is true that you can obtain a number, count, in 
two ways, by counting real world objects or just by declaring the number you are 
interested in, because you just constructed them in the field of pure math! 

Once you are aware that you can work only with numbers, or counts, you are in a 
position to investigate properties of these counts, without considering at all where they 
come from. Note, though, when you investigate properties of numbers, no real world 
objects, or examples, enter discussion. You may now want to continue to develop math as 
a separate discipline! Make more examples, think of more numbers, operations on them! 
5 + 3 = 8. 3 x 4 = 12. 8 - 5 = 3. You can say now, that if you have 7 and you add 8 you 
will get 15, just by dealing with numbers, no matter what objects and rules about them 
were involved. You realize that you can work with numbers only! And with operations 
you have at your disposal, addition, subtraction, division, multiplication. Now, be sure, 
there are no other operations in math. These fours are sufficient to define all "kinds" of 
numbers and all  mathematics. Other, so called, more complex operations (although they 
are not so in many cases) are just different sequences of these basic four, +, -, x, /, and 
mathematicians give them exotic names, that's all.  

This is probably the most important step you have made in learning math so far. 
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Rational numbers can be quickly introduced to kids. The issue may be that kids are asked 
for too long to deal only with integers, that they may think there are no other numbers, or, 
that the other numbers must be difficult to understand since their introduction is so much 
postponed. 

The major concept to explain to kids is a quantity. Quantity is what we deal with in 
mathematics. Make no mistake, as we have shown, mathematics can exist without 
referencing any real world examples. It is because math deals only with numbers, 
counts. However, math can be used in real life once you start keeping track what is 
counted and why. 

The confusing thing for kids is that they continuously try to link the ways how the counts 
are obtained and why, with mathematics, thinking that the description how and why 
counts are obtained is a part of mathematics. But, it is not so! Mathematics knows only 
about numbers, it does not care where they come from. Think about it. It is you who will 
keep track how, what, when, and why you have counted certain objects. 

You can invent the game for two kids. One kid will define what to count and when, while 
the other kid will just write down the numbers, do the required operations on them and 
tell the result back to the first kid. The second kid is pure mathematician. The first kid is 
applied mathematician. This is how the thinking about math and applied math should go. 
Second kid, the "calculator" kid, will realize that the same operations and results can be 
applied and reused for many different requests and objects defined by the first kid. 

Students should be shown that all the other numbers, rational, real, imaginary, 
transcendent, irrational, are constructed from integers. Students should not be under 
impression that somehow rational or irrational numbers are complicated or exotic. It 
should be shown that rational numbers are fractions, and fractions are made of two 

integers. That's it! It's the operation on integers, in this case their division, that led to 
new, so called type, of numbers. But, these are not new "type" or new “kind” of numbers, 
these are just new, different quantities defined in a new way. That should be clear. It is 
operations (division) that has been applied to two integers to obtain a new quantity, 
somewhere in between two integers. Later, you can show that irrational numbers, the 
numbers that can not be represented by ratios of two integers, actually can be represented 
by a sum (though infinite) of smaller and smaller fractions! You see, using rational 
numbers, fractions, and adding them, you can get rational numbers again, but, also you 
can get irrational numbers, like square root of 2, which is an infinite sum of smaller and 
smaller fractions. Note about infinite sums here. You may think at first that when you 
infinitely add quantities, the sum must be infinitely big. But it is not so if the quantities 
you add up are smaller and smaller fractions! Just try to add more and more elements 
1/(2*(2^n)), like 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16 + 1/32 +... Even if you use a calculator you will 
see that the sum is closer and closer to one, 1, as you add more and more smaller 
fractions! That's the essence of a irrational numbers! As you can see, knowing integers 
can greatly help understanding whole number system! Using integers you constructed 
rational numbers, as fractions of two integers, and then, on one elegant idea, you obtained 
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irrational numbers by adding up many smaller and smaller rational numbers. Knowing 
this you are absolutely ready to proceed further in mathematics very fast. 

As I mentioned, an example of irrational number was a square root of 2. Here is another 
famous example of an irrational number, Pi: 

3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197... 

Note that rational number can be represented as a ratio of two integers and as a number 
with finite decimal places or with infinite but repeating decimals, like 0.33333333.... 
which is 1/3. Irrational number can not be represented as a ratio of two integers. Irrational 
number can be represented as a number with infinite but non-repeating decimals. 
Examples are square root of 2 and Pi. 

At this point I would like to show you how mathematics can be an independent discipline 
and also can be, and is, used in many applications and disciplines in real life. I will make 
a comparison between lines, some shapes and numbers. When you look at the building, 
and you want to draw it, you  will draw some lines, squares, rectangles, trying to mimic 
the shape of the building as truthfully as possible. Look at the lines you draw. You draw 
vertical, horizontal, and lines at any arbitrary angle. It appears that which line and where 
you will draw it will depend on the shape of the building. And that's true. Now, look 
away from the  building and get a new, blank sheet of paper. Draw a line on it. Draw 
horizontal lines, vertical, and at arbitrary angles. You are not required to draw a building. 
Just draw lines. You see how you abstracted lines, and, moreover you can play with them 
without taking care whether they represent anything in real world. Moreover, you can 
draw completely new building with your lines and call a company to actually build a new 
object from your drawings! 

Similar thing is with numbers. You can count real objects and get their numbers and deal 
with them. You can add, subtract, multiply numbers following the real world examples, 
like, "how many litres of gas I will use if I travel 125 km with the car that consumes 
8.9L/km..." etc. When you calculate this or any other example, you deal only with 
numbers. You are the one who will keep track of units, what you have counted. But, then, 
you can notice that 7 x 5 = 35 regardless what is counted! Similar thing happened with 
lines! You could draw lines without worrying if they represent any object in real world. 
Now, you can play with numbers, any number, and use ANY operations on them without 
worrying do they currently represent anything in real world. That's the essence of math. 
When you do applied math you still do pure calculations while keeping aside the units, 
what you have counted. But, in pure math you start with some numbers, it's up to you 
with which ones, without providing reasons why they are there, and do calculations on 
them. Try both scenarios and you will see the point!  

If you want popular introduction to rational and irrational numbers, but from a great 
mathematical mind, you may want to read "Essays on the Theory of Numbers" by 
Richard Dedekind.  
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15. How to Explain What Measure Theory is About 

Real variable theory together with measure theory, deal with unions, intersections, etc of 
sets, because from World # 1, you may have millions of reasons, to add two numbers or 
make union of two sets. Hence, investigating properties of unions of sets is justified. 
 
It is inadmissible to prove mathematical concepts using real world objects and examples. 
They are not part of mathematics. The power of math is in that it is abstracted from many 
examples in real world, and, hence is in position to have and use its own systems of 
axioms to prove its own statements. 
 
Measure theory, and union sets as an particular example, can not tell you why you make 
union of sets, but it can tell you, once union is made, what properties these sets have. 
Union is a priory give in math. 
 
Measure theory is interested in how to measure size of a set. Note that it does not care 
where from real world these sets come from. They can come from hundreds of different 
sources, from hundreds of things, objects we can count. But, once we find out that certain 
set is common to all those sources, we can focus to investigate the properties of a set as a 
separate concept. Hence, property of a set can not be a flavour of apples counted, or make 
of a car from cars counted. Properties of a set can not be the color of shirts we have just 
counted. The only property of set is how many elements it has. All other information 
about sets (for instance what we have counted, and why) is outside mathematics, but it is 
important for us to keep track what we have counted or measured, so we can apply results 
of sets manipulation back to our practical application. 
 
Measure theory deals with comparison of sets. And there is a lot to do there. You can 
have union of sets, intersection of sets, set complement. You can pair elements of sets 
and get different sizes, i.e. cardinality. You compare cardinality of sets by matching 
elements of one set with elements of the other. Don't forget, the main property, during 
any set manipulation, is cardinality of set. Of course, measure theory talks a lot about 
subsets, and collection of subsets of a set. But note, it is still manipulation of set concept. 
No real world concepts will enter in any part of measure theory. How we can use 
measure theory in real world then? We can do that by keeping track what sets represent 
the collection of, and what counts represent the quantity of. If we drag that information 
throughout the measure theory, like small signs besides symbols use in measure theory, 
we can apply back results from it into the real world. 

16.  Math, Real World Examples, and How You Can 

Understand Math Even Better  

 
As you can see, from the Figure 1., the 2, 3 counts can come from many different fields.  
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Figure 1. 

 
You can then abstract counting and numbers 2 and 3 as common to all those fields. 
Moreover, you can deal with counts alone, not even thinking where they come from! You 
conclude that 2 + 3 = 5 no matter what you have been counting. That's why math can take 
off as a separate discipline, and be called pure math. Note, also, how the field from which  
the counts come from and objects counted does not help you at all when adding those 
numbers. Or, more precisely, what you have counted does not influence what the sum 
and result of the addition will be. Numbers are an abstraction just one level up from 
marbles or your fingers you use to help you counting. In the same way the fingers on 
your hand can represent anything you want to count, the numbers do exactly the same 
thing. They are abstracted counts of any objects you have dealt with. The same way you 
keep in mind what you have counted when using, say, marbles, you keep in mind what 
counts, numbers represent by writing units, i.e. small letters beside them, when doing 
math on paper. Note how those units still do not influence the result of mathematical 

operation. They are there just to remind you what you are dealing with. 

Many students are, frequently, not puzzled so much with real world math applications. 
Students know it's there! Students appear to be puzzled how math can exist as a separate 
discipline. When and how did it take off from all those apples, pears, and other counting 
objects used to illustrate math concepts? How math, at the same time, can be a part of 

physics, economics, engineering, chemistry, finance, commerce, trading, accounting, 

and yet, mathematics can exists as a separate and independent discipline, 

independent from all of the fields it is applied to? I am answering this question here. 

When you see a person writing down 2 + 3 =...   you don't know what is she adding! But 
you know the result will be 5. And that's exactly the illustration what pure math is!  You 

notice a person is writing down 2 + 3 =…   Now,  let's say it again, you don’t know 

what that person has in mind, which objects she was counting. But, you know that 

the result will be 5! By knowing that you did a great job abstracting math from its 

real world applications. You may now want to continue to develop math alone now! 
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Why would you do that? Because numbers can have their own properties and relations 
that when, discovered, can be used in many fields of applied math. Or, you can discover 
and analyze those numerical relationships for your own pleasure, finding them 
aesthetically pleasing and beautiful.    

You can start the game. Make more examples! 5 + 3 = 8. 3 x 4 = 12. 8 - 5 = 3. You can 
say that if you have 7 and you add 8 you will get 15, just by dealing with numbers, no 
matter what objects and rules about them were involved. You realize that you can work 
with numbers only! And with operations on numbers you have at your disposal, addition, 
subtraction, division, multiplication. Be sure, there are no other operations in math. All 
other, sometimes very arbitrary called more complex operations (which is very subjective 
view) are just different sequences of these basic four, +, -, x, /.  All this is pure 
mathematics. This is probably the most important step you have made in learning math. 
 
Let’s go back to our example. As I mentioned, we can separate counts 2 and 3 into 
different area and play with them exclusively and independently. 

 
 
 
The "pure" math means playing only with numbers. It's just about making new counts, 
i.e. numbers, and doing math operations on them (like 2 + 9 = 11 or 7 x 5 = 35) without 
worrying where they come from. Motivation to do operations is up to you, since real 

world at this point is out of our interest! This play with numbers only, is very similar 
to playing with marbles and counting how many marbles you have after some operations, 
like, addition, subtractions etc. However, if you are interested what you are counting, 
then you can associate objects names (the ones you are counting) to the actual numbers, 
like 5apples, 12cars, 15$, 7CDs, songs, steps, kilometres. You keep track what you are 
counting on one paper, but on another paper you do actual addition, subtraction etc., only 
with numbers! Don't forget, the object names do not influence actual numerical 
operations. Object names are for you only, to keep track what you have been counting. It 
can be, again, compared with marbles. If you say, these 5 marbles represent 5 CDs you 
have counted, and then you add 3 more you can say that you have 8 marbles, or, since 
they represent CDs that you have 8 CDs. The trick here is that, when counting marbles, 
you can decide that they represent various things you are interested to count, like apples, 
cars, CDs, balls, etc. Marbles are, as I have mentioned, in a strong sense, very similar to 
numbers, they are universal method of representing the counts of different objects. 
 
At one point you may want to play with numbers 3 and 7, like 3 + 7 = 10, and perhaps 
think what are the fields where these counts can come from. Note that you used those 
numbers, 3 and 7, without knowing what you have counted! That's pure math! Once you 
are aware that you can deal with numbers by themselves, as separate entities, as we just 
did, you enter the area of pure math research :-) Congratulations! 
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Now, let's take a look at that intersecting area where the numbers are. You can enlarge 
that area and add more numbers. Moreover, you can add any counts you want and 
investigate any operations on them as you wish. You can add, 1, 5, 7, 10, 25, 26, 27, 
...102, 1237. They are all in that central area. But you can, now, look at that area 
independently. You can add more numbers, like 2/3, 4/5, 6/7, 1/3, 1/129. You see how 
you can create new numbers (which are called rational numbers, because they are ratios 
of integers). That is all pure math. Other fields that use math and counts, can use your 
obtained results instead of rediscovering them each time when they need to calculate 
something. These fields can be any of academic fields and the math they use is called 
"applied math". While you see that mathematical results can be motivated by real world 
examples, they also can be devised by you, when you just want to play with numbers. 
Essentially, you do not need real world examples to develop mathematics. One example 
is geometry of Lobachevsky that has been developed first and only then discovered and 
used by Einstein in his Theory of Relativity. On the other hand, Newton's problems in 
Physics, like calculating speed, led to development of calculus. But be aware, calculus 
could be developed even without looking at physical problems. 
 
At this point I would like to show how mathematics can be an independent discipline and 
also can be, and is, used in real life. I will make a comparison between lines and some 
shapes and numbers. When you look at the building, and you want to draw it, you  will 
draw some lines, squares, rectangles, trying to mimic the shape of the building as 
truthfully as possible. Look at the lines you draw. You draw vertical, horizontal, and lines 
at any arbitrary angle. It appears that which line and where you will draw will depend on 
the shape of the building. And that's true. Now, look away from the  building and get a 
new, blank sheet of paper. Draw a line on it. Draw horizontal lines, vertical, and at 
arbitrary angles. You are not required to draw a building. Just draw lines. You see how 
you abstracted lines, and, moreover you can play with them without taking care whether 
they represent anything in real world. Moreover, you can draw completely new building 
with your lines and call a company to actually build a new object from your drawings! 
 
Similar thing is with numbers. You can count real objects and get their numbers and deal 
with them. You can add, subtract, multiply numbers following the real world examples, 
like, "how many litres of gas I will use if I travel 125 km with the car that consumes 
8.9L/km..." etc. When you calculate this or any other example, you deal only with 
numbers. You keep track of units, like what you have counted, aside. But, then, you can 
notice that 7 x 5 = 35 regardless what is counted! Similar thing happened with lines! You 
could draw lines without worrying if they represent any object in real world. Now, you 
can play with numbers, any number, and use any operations on them without worrying 
do they currently represent anything in real world. That's the essence of math. When you 
do applied math you still do pure calculations while keeping aside the units, what you 
have counted. But, in pure math you start with some numbers, it's up to you with which 
ones, without providing reasons why they are there, and do calculations on them. 
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18. How math can be applied to so many different fields and 

how we can use math in real life  

How to differentiate between pure math and applied math? How we can use math in real 
life? How math can be applied to so many different fields? Where all those volumes of 
math come from? Can I revisit my math from primary and secondary school and finally 
understand what is it about? Can I learn math now? How I can teach my kids or students 
effectively primary and secondary school math? 
 
I will be trying to answer these questions in the next several articles. 
 
I encourage you to read the whole article, especially the action with index cards, where I 

explain, essentially, how you can use math in real world situations, and two steps in real 

world math solving method. 
 
In order to “apply” math, we have to decide we want to quantify something. 
Quantification is the essence of math application. Note that nonmathematical 
relationships between objects exist long before we decided  to quantify. If the 
quantification is applicable to the field of our interest then we can say we can “apply” 
math to it, i.e. pure mathematical results may be applicable to that field. When we say 
mathematics can be applied to many fields, it really means, counting, quantification can 
be applied and done to those fields. However, quantitative relations are not the only one 
of importance in the field we chose to study. 
 
As you can see, from the picture, 2 + 3 counts can come from many different fields. 

 
 
 
You can then abstract counting and numbers 2 and 3 as common to all those fields. 
Moreover, once you’ve done counting,  you can deal with counts alone, not even thinking 
where they come from. You conclude that 2 + 3 = 5 no matter what you have been 

counting. That's why math can take off as a separate discipline, called pure math (not 
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that applied math is dirty!). Pure means that suddenly we are not interested where the 
quantities, counts, numbers come from, we are specifically and only interested in the 
numbers, counts properties. 
 
When you see a person writing down 2 + 3 =...   you don't know what objects she has on 
her mind, what objects she is adding! But you know the result will be 5! That's, actually, 
pure math!  You see, a person is writing down 2 + 3 =… Now,  let's say it again, you 

don’t know what that person has in mind, which objects she was counting. But, you 

know that the result will be 5! You abstracted the counts and counting from objects 

being counted. That’s, so called, pure math. Even, probably, without knowing it, 

you did a great job abstracting numbers, and operations on them, from real world 

situations. It is important to note how you dealt here with counts only, and not with 
particular objects. But, if you keep, on a separate sheet, what objects you are counting, 
you can transfer the result back to the real world. 
 
Once you are aware that you can work with numbers, counts only, you are in position to 
investigate properties of these counts, without considering at all where they come from. 
You may now want to continue to develop math as a separate discipline! Make more 
examples, think of more numbers, operations on them! 5 + 3 = 8. 3 x 4 = 12. 8 - 5 = 3. 
You can say now, that if you have 7 and you add 8 you will get 15, just by dealing with 
numbers, no matter what objects and rules about them were involved. You realize that 
you can work with numbers only! And operations you have at your disposal, addition, 
subtraction, division, multiplication. Now, be sure, there are no other operations in math. 
These four are sufficient to define all "kinds" of numbers and all mathematics. Other, so 
called, more complex operations (although they are not so complex, in many cases) are 
just different sequences of these basic four, +, -, x, /, it’s just that mathematicians like 
give them exotic names, that's all. 
 
This is probably the most important step you have made in learning math so far.  
 
You can play with other numbers and math operations (addition, subtraction, division, 
multiplication) on them and be sure they will be common and be in intersection of other 
fields (outside math). Mathematics could have been also called Countology, a science 
about counts. Or even Setology, a science about sets, because sets are fundamental 
objects in mathematics. Calling math Setology or Countology is emphasizing the fact that 
no matter which "fancy" names mathematicians use inside math, those names always 
represent sets, or counts, or sets of counts, or sets of pairs of counts, sums, or some other 
relationships between them! 
 
At one point you may want to play with numbers 3 and 7, like 3 + 7 = 10, and perhaps 
think what are the fields where these counts can come from. Or, in other words, what can 
be counted to get those numbers. Once you find what can be counted, you then 
investigate the relationships between objects counted. These relationships need not to be 
mathematical, but can influence counts.  Note though that you used those numbers, 3 and 
7, without knowing what you have counted! That's pure math! Once you are aware that 
you can deal with numbers by themselves, as separate entities, as we just did, you enter 
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the area of pure math research :-) Congratulations! 
 
One important note about math and applied math. Looking at 2 + 3 it is impossible to say 
to which objects these numbers are referring to. Of course, you can try to find examples 
from real life for the counts 2 and 3 and their addition, but, again, going the other way, 
from math to real world,  just looking at 2 and 3 you can not say what you have counted. 
That' pure math. You can add 2 and 3 and then you can return the result to the real 
world, to the objects you have been counted. So, if you counted apples, it will be 5 
apples, if you counted cars, it will be 5 cars. Note how math result can be reused for 
many different objects you have counted. In this "re-usability" lies the value of math. 
But, on the other hand, since you can deal with numbers only, you can investigate 
properties of pure numbers, their relationships, their magnitudes, you can investigate 
operations on them, different sets of counts, i.e. numbers. Result may be applicable to 
some real world scenario, and frequently is.  

Let’s start with clarifying even more and explaining in more detail the difference between 
pure and applied math. Let’s say you have a task at hand and some mathematical 
calculations to complete. Say, you want to calculate how much money you will have to 
pay for 5 CDs if each one costs $3.00. Now, I know it is easy to calculate, it’s 5 x 3 = 15 
dollars. But, I will show you how you can tell apart what is pure and what is applied 
math, and from these “rules”, which are more than rules, how you can apply math to 
many different fields. 

Take a set of blank, white index cards, size 5" x 8" (inches), say, 50 of then. You might 
not use them all for our investigation, but I want you to have enough for the examples 
that will come. 

Take two cards now. On one card we will write down the task what we have talked about 
and a required calculation, on another we will write down only actual mathematical 
calculation. For instance, you can write, on the first card: “How many dollars I will pay 
for 5CDs if one CD costs $3?”. Then, on this first card, which I will call Field Card, write 
down the calculation requirements together with “units” you are dealing with, i.e. objects 
you are counting. Like this, 

                           5 CDs x 3 $ = ? on Field Card 

Now, take another card. I will call this card Math Card. On this card you only write down 
the actual mathematics you have used, without any units, or objects counted, or 
explanation what the task was, like this 

                           5 x 3 = 15 on Math Card 
 
Now when you have the result, you go back to first, Field Card, and write down 15 with 
“units” i.e. objects counted to it, in this case dollars:  

                           5 CDs x 3 $ = 15$ on Field Card 
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Take another blank card. It will be our new Field Card. Let’s do another calculation. You 
want to buy 3 model airplanes and each model costs $10. How much you will have to pay 
for these airplanes? Again, it is easy to calculate the correct number (3x10=30 airplanes), 
but we still want to separate the task description and actual calculation. Hence, Field 
Card, the new one will have 

                          3 models x 10$ = ?$ on Field Card 

On our Math Card we will write the calculation we are performing, without mentioning 
objects we have been dealing with: 

                          3 x 10 = 30 on Math Card 

Our Math Card, at this point, will have two lines on it: 

                          5 x 3 = 15 
                          3 x 10 = 30 

                           

How about a new task? There are five cars and each car can Have 3 people inside. Whatis 
the total number of peoplethat can use the cars? 5 cars x 3 people = ? people 

Let’s take our Math Card to write down only the calculation required. But wait! We 
already have 5 x 3 = 15 written on it. We can use that, we don’t have to write it again! It, 
apparently, doesn’t matter if we multiplied 5 CDs and 3 dollars or 5 cars and 3 people. In 
both cases the result was count of 15 or number 15. We can conclude that no matter what 
objects we have counted, if we have 5 things and 3 other things, the result of 
multiplication will always be 15! As we have just done on Math Card, we have written 
only numbers without objects counted. Whether we count CDs, dollars, cars, or people, 5 
x 3 will always be 15. We can reuse that calculation for next and any other example 
requiring to multiply counts of 5 objects with counts of 3 objects! At this point you can 
guess that if we have another example where we have to calculate say, 3 things x 10 
things, and if we note what we have written on our Math Card, we can see that we have 
already written there 3 x 10 = 30. And we can reuse this result as well, for any new 
examples involving 3 objects and 10 objects. 
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We have now three Field cards, with three tasks outlined on them. Let’s put a title on 
each card, in the top centre area. First card will be called “Music CDs”, second card will 
have title “Airplane Models”, and the third card will have the title “Transport”. You may 
sense that there can be similar calculations say in biology, chemistry, sales reports, your 
grocery list, your monthly spending, airport schedules etc. And, all these new tasks may 
reuse the same calculations we have written on the Math Card. In other words, we have 
one Math Card and many Field cards. 

We have two reusable mathematical results which we can use again and again. Let’s try! 
Let’s talk Environment! If I have 3 trees and each one needs 10 minutes to plant, how 
much time I will need to plant these 3 trees? Take a new card, write the title 
“Environment” at the top and write down the task I have just described. Now, take a look 
at the Math Card? Is there a line 3 x 10? Yes there is! We can reuse the calculation there, 
3 x 10 = 30, we can go back to “Environment” card and write down calculation in units, 
3 trees x 10 min = 30 min 

We will need 30 minutes 
to plant 3 trees. 

Now, stack away the Field Cards, and keep in front of you only Math Card. There is one 
interesting thing we can say about it. We can predict, that perhaps, in future, in real life, 
we can have not only 3 or 5 or 10 objects. We can sense there can be calculations 
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required for other numbers as well. Do we really need to wait for these “real world” 
examples to pop up so we can fill in another row in Math card!? No! We can play with 
numbers and fill in some new rows on Math card by ourselves! Let’s do it! You can 
chose any combination of numbers you like. Let’s say, we chose 7x5. It will be 35. New 
row on Math Card will be 7 x 5 = 35. How about 3 x 4? Sure, let’s add another row, 3 x 4 
= 12. We are certain these calculations can be reused for many different real time tasks. 
Even we can modify slightly our own examples with CDs. Say, now, we want to 
calculate how much we will pay if we want to buy 7CDs and each one costs $5. We can 
look in Math Card and find the row with actual calculation we just entered, 7 x 5 = 35. 
Hence, the answer is we will need to pay $35 for 7 CDs. 

  
So, it’s clear that Math Card is reusable. The more numerical entries we put on it, the 
more chance is that some real life example will be a match for them. 

Now, let’s look again to Math Card. It looks nice. It looks neat, clean. We deal only with 
numbers there while our example cards are stacked away. Then, we look closer to the 
actual multiplications. I can see now, that I can deal and play only with numbers! I can 
generate another row on Math Card without knowing which real life example will be a 
match. Let’s add one more row, say, 2 x 9 = 18. Now, let’s say there are several people 
outside our room waiting for calculations to be done. One is in “Transport”, but another 
one is in “Movie Business” (want to calculate how many tickets she sells each month), 
and yet another person is in another field. Field!? Yes! And all of them have their index 
cards, Field Cards with field title written on them. We can lend, to each of these people 
our ready-to-use Math Card so, they can find the actual calculation that is relevant to their 
requirements. 

Our Math Card is right here. We look at the rows we have added. Again, since we have 
concluded we can add more rows, let’s examine what is the next step. For sure we have 
to get more blank cards from the stack. Let’s take two more. Now we have three Math 
Cards. I know that I can play only with numbers now. I can add more numbers. I can add 
more operations, like subtraction, addition, knowing for sure there are plenty of examples 
in real life that these calculations can relate. Moreover, I can start to begin to notice some 
common properties of these numbers. I can group them which one is even which one is 
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odd. I can add new Math Card to which I will write only multiplications, and another card 
which will contain only subtractions. Hmm, interesting. My index cards start too look 
like a math book! Moreover, since they deal with pure numbers only, it can be called pure 
math book. And you are right. This is a point when we can see how pure math books can 
exists without any “real” life examples in it. It’s because we can investigate numbers 
properties just looking at numbers. If we want a “real world” example we can ask people 
with Field Cards to come forward. 

Our Math Cards can be a sole focus of our studies. Since we know we can add any 
number we wish, and do any sequence of math operations we wish, we might as well add 
to Math Card all what we have been discovering as properties of these numbers and 
operations. Our results will be written on new math cards, and we will detail which 
numbers we have used, what operations have been performed and what results we have 
obtained. If you open any pure math book, you will see that it is exactly the case. They 
are like index cards notes collected together and given Table of Contents! 

Now back to Field Cards. The important point I want to make here is that we separate and 
collect index cards for each field. No mix up. If we want to do “Movie Business” 
calculations, we will fill in index cards with calculations requests related only to movie 
business. For instance, we will write on index cards tasks like how many tickets is sold 
during summer in three theatres downtown. What is an average number of visits in the 
Theatre number 3? Which movie has the biggest number of tickets sold? As we have 
seen, for all these requirements we can chose related Math Card with ready to use pure 
calculations, and get the calculated results back to “Movies Business” card. This is the 
reason mathematics can be “reused” in many fields. As the time passes, people dealing 
with Field Cards may want to record their logic related to their particular field in a book 
and publish it! Those books usually will have titles “Mathematics for Transport Studies”, 
“Mathematical Biology”, “Quantitative Physiology”, “Applied Mathematics in Food 
Industry”, “Financial Mathematics”, “Math in Economics”. But, they are, in essence, 
nothing more than summarized Field Index Cards, enriched by many examples in the 
particular field, and with hidden “pure” Math Cards. They will rarely show that common 
math is reused here. But, if you have these books at hand, and compare mathematics used 
in them, you will see that math is one and the same, it’s just objects counted that were 
different. 
 
Real world reasoning will tell you what to count and with which mathematical operations 
you will start with. Mathematics will accept these starting points, but will see only 
numbers and operations, and not what is counted or measured. An example can be any 
physical law. In each formula, which is within physics, is important what you measure or 
count, and relationships between the objects or concepts, like mass, speed, electrical 
charge, distance. But when you start calculations, you will deal with pure math, counts, 
numbers, keeping aside what is counted (kilograms, meters, seconds, temperature, etc). 
For instance, in finance, buying or selling is not part of the math. That's part of financial 
domain. It's separate logic. When you count how much you have sold or bought, those 
numbers, or counts are actual mathematics. It is YOU who will have to keep track who 
"buys" and who "sells", while math will keep track of counts and give you results in 
them. 
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There are two parts of an applied math problem. 1) Correctly establish relations between 
non-mathematical objects 2) Solve newly defined numerical, i.e. mathematical problem. 
The first action will require the knowledge of the real world domain, which is, in most 
cases, extraneous to mathematics, and, in many cases you will deal with relations and 
definitions that has little to do with math. For instance, when you "buy" or "sell" 
something and in certain quantity, buying and selling are not mathematical objects. In 
Physics, object moving through space, or water going through turbine, are not 
mathematical relations nor objects. They are non mathematical things whose actions can 
be quantified, that's all. But these things themselves or their actions are not mathematical 
objects, they are physical objects. In economics, you will have demand for 500 cars, and 
supply of 470 cars. But, demand and supply are not mathematical objects, and their 
relations are not mathematical. Their relations are defined by human will, decision 
making, sociological laws, and specific logic associated with it. Only when we start 
quantifying them, keeping track which numbers are "demand" and which numbers are 
"supply" we enter mathematical world. Note that without keeping track what we have 
counted, we would not know to which objects the numbers 500 and 470 belong too.  
 
Once we established what needs to be calculated, we can deal with numbers only, with 
mathematics only. And that's the second part of problem solving. Given these initial 
conditions from the world of economics or physics or trading, we now deal with 
calculations, perhaps solving some equations, which is pure math, and knowledge of pure 
math can be very beneficial at this point. Once the calculations are done (of course, we 
should keep, all along, track of units) we go back to the real world domain and use the 
newly obtained solution and results. 
 

19. Concept of a Mathematical Function 

The concept of a mathematical function should not be first introduced as a formula, but as 
an arbitrary pairs of numbers. Pupils are conditioned to think of a function as a 
continuous line. Later there are issues with statistics when function is shown to be 
function a set of distinct dots, representing pairs of numbers, i.e. there is no formula at 
all. Moreover, in probability and statistics numbers appear to be showing at random! 

The rule how you pair one number with another can be a formula, but also can be a 
completely random event. Math function is, first and foremost about pairing two numbers 
(or more in multivariable functions). Students should be aware that they can pair random 
chosen numbers, they do not need to calculate second number from first. The rule can be 
linked input or output, but that restricts the function in the way that you have to know 
input to get the other paired number, the output. Because, function can have a pairing rule 
"pick first number, then, don't ask another person to pick another number without looking 
at the first number, then pair two numbers". Rule is one thing. Paired numbers are 
another. I want to emphasize that function need not to be defined in a restrictive way by 
using words "inputs" and “outputs" which is more related to computer science. Function 
is first and foremost a pair of ordered numbers. My examples shows why the \"input\" 
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\"output\" definition is restrictive and possibly misleading. In my view, the word pair best 
describes the function. Then we can use word map, association of two numbers etc. Input 
and output really leads someone to think that there need to be formula or some 
dependency between output and input. But, it is not so. It can be, but that's too restrictive 
for function definition. As in my example, a function can be "pick an output that in no 
way depends on input". Or, pick one number, then cover it (hide it) then ask another 
person to pick another number. Pair these two numbers. Here, output in no way depends 
on input, yet this is a function. 

19.  From tweets about math, math education, math and 

emotions, art and physics, inventions, mind and other 

amazingly interesting stuff!  

This series of thoughts started as tweets, and later, some of them were edited and 
expanded. They serve as an inspiration and to trigger new, original thinking by readers. 
 
I am quite sure kids are more scared of strange mathematical names and symbols than of 
actual mathematical ideas, sequence of math operations, or numbers the symbols 
represent. 
 
You may decide to add 2+3, just 'cause. Or you measure distance with laser to get 2+3. 
Math will not care where the numbers came from. 
 
Social and emotional contexts, and not only physics or engineering, frequently dictate 
which math calculations you are about to perform. 
 
Math and emotions. If you get raise of $150 you will feel differently than if the raise was 
$15000. Countable objects matter in social contexts and there is a link between numbers 
and their social value, meaning and emotions. 
 
Math, logical thinking, and emotions. He made an emotional decision to think logically. 
:-) 
 
Axioms is just a fancy word for initial assumptions, starting truths you are dealing with 
inside any field (not only math) where logic and logic is used. 
 
Your motivation and decision making process have their own axiomatic system you are 
using, perhaps, unconsciously, and not calling them axioms.. 
 
Motivation (p) has nothing to do with the assumption (q) you are about to make. Yet both 
may be necessary for s to happen, p AND q => s. 
 
Mathematics is about counts. The question that many ask is do we really need to know so 
much about counts during the schooling? 
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Mathematics is about counts, and counts only. Mathematics is not about apples, cars, 
oranges, speed, force, mass. It is about counts that may be or may be not generated by 
counting, measuring all those things. Counts or numbers can also be declared without 
referencing any real world objects as examples. Then, the way we think about counts is 
logic. Mathematical axioms, theorems, lemmas are names, labels for logical results 
related to counts, numbers, numerical results only.  
 
School may teach you how to use logical thinking, but it can not teach you to chose 
correct initial assumptions. 
 
If math is derived from nine axioms where, then, teachers found all those apples, pears, 
giving, getting, having, and then claiming these words belong to math. 
 
You can use calculator to deal with numbers. But what device you will use to deal with 
logic for objects' relationships the counts are obtained from?  
 
Of course, even using calculator, you can explore the properties of numbers, discover 
number patterns.. Only have to know what to look for. 
 
Whatever is outside the calculator, or more precise, outside of abacus, is outside of pure 
math. 
 
Math is like a calculator! Only you know what numbers will be typed in, what they 
represent, what sequence of operations will be performed. 
 
The confusion for kids learning math is constant mix of items that are counted and their 
counts, numbers obtained. Teacher has to separate the logic for the two. 
 
Moreover, what are you counting is not the part of mathematics. Neither are the ways 
you count or measure. Only counts, and obtained numbers, and what you do with them, is 
part of mathematics! 
 
You are the one who keeps tab where the numbers, counts come from. Mathematics will 
not do that for you. Units in physics are not part of mathematics. 
 
Math has to start calculation with some numbers. Where those numbers come from is up 
to you. Is it from a guess, a measurement, a counting? 
 
Students should be shown that math doesn't care if numbers came from measurements or 
from guessing. Math will equally use both numbers. 
 
Where numbers come from? How about from love? http://yarzabek.wikispaces.com/, 
"Let me Count the Ways I Love You".. 
 
Art is also about exploring human values, moral, ethical questions, and emotions linked 
to them, like, how do you apply laws of physics or mathematical calculations in real life 
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and in different socio-political situations. 
 
Structured, logical thinking doesn't guarantee that your results will be correct. Initial 
assumptions, axioms is what matters the most.  
 
Art, as physics or math, has its own axiomatic system. The subjects of art axioms are 
emotions, moral, feelings, human experience, and human values. 
 
In art, as long as an emotion, feeling, or a moral message is real, it does not matter 
whether the art work talks about, or the story line follows, laws of physics. 
 
In art, fantasy worlds are allowed, breaking laws of physics is possible, because art is 
about showing and exploring real emotions, feelings, moral messages, and human values. 
 
In science, truth is about physical laws, while in art the turth is about emotions, feelings, 
moral messages, human experiences, and human values.  
 
With word 'IF' you can build so many assumptions, and, if you hold to them, you can 
build a lot of fantastic worlds imaginary or not. 
 
Track to creativity. Chose world of interest. Axiomatize it. Chose world where you 
interpret results of your axiomatization. Axiomatize the system of results. Play with both 
worlds. Or, even, create more worlds to combine or link in this way, noting that a 
theorem in one world can be an axiom in the other. 
 
You could develop calculus from axioms, of course, but dealing with real world 
situations helped to pursue that direction of thinking sooner. 
 
Interesting thing with invention is that you don't have to prove nor demonstrate how you 
got it. But, again, same can be said for a mathematical proof. 
 
If you want to understand calculus ask your teacher, on the first lecture, to demonstrate 
limit in probability and stochastic integral. 
 
Education should not only show what other people have done. Education should 
encourage, lead students to make discoveries by themselves. 
 
The idea of differential and integral does not follow from real numbers knowledge. These 
ideas can be thought early in primary school, then gradually introducing the concept of 
limit.. 
 
Once student knows how to calculate rectangle area right away he/she should be thought 
to calculate surface area under the curve (integral). Limit concept will come naturally, 
more or less. 
 
If I were to teach kids math, I would let them chose the numbers and chose what to do 
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with them. Add, subtract, multiply, divide, pick, compare, select sequence of these 
operations.  
 
Everything is in accordance to the Laws of Physics. Not true! It matters how you use the 
laws! Physics laws do not dictate the method (if any) of initial and boundary conditions 
selection for those very same laws. Decisions have important place. 
 
During schooling (don't mix that with education!) best thing you can do is to follow your 
own ideas and ask, then answer your own questions in the class or in the libraries. 
 
There is a physicist and there is a music composer. Both deals with air waves but from 
completely different directions of thinking. Both focuses on two different domains of 
human thought, and both are very valuable for our experience. 
 
Physics is aware only of sounds. But our interpretation in brain, whatever that means, 
will call sounds music, noise, speech, singing. 
 
You apply math only after you chose what to count. Conversely, choosing what to count 
and what is counted, as well as any method of counted, has nothing to do, in most cases, 
with mathematics! 
 
One of the most important application of mathematics: counting the beats of your heart. 
 
What would you like to do, what you have a talent for, and what economy, i.e.market is 
looking for can hardly be all found in one job. 
 
One of the most important application of mathematics: counting the beats of ones heart. 
 
While applied mathematics is used to count heart beats, pure mathematics is not 
interested whose heart it is. 
 
To obtain a number, or a count, you use logic, intuition, feeling, estimate, assumption, 
measure, imagination. To add two numbers you have to forget all that and use only 
mathematical rules. 
 
Anyone can call himself a "thinker" and a “logician”. But, who is "Correct Assumption 
Maker"?. Useless assumption in -> Brilliant logic --> Useless results out. 
 
Word "IF" is a Magical Wand of Math. Using "IF" you can generate vast quantity of 
numbers, functions, patterns with no reference to reality. 
 
Proof in math is like a proof in any other field. Logic of proof is same. The only 
difference is that math has well defined starting assumptions, axioms, and that it deals 
with numbers only. 
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Calculation, in most cases, can be easy or straightforward. But what to calculate, which 
relationships to quantify is a matter of imagination. 
 
Math and politics can have things in common? Our moral CPU can examine 
mathematical results and then make political decisions. 
 
From logic, p AND q => s. The "p" is your complex math calculation, while "q" can be 
anything from real world. Try it, see what "s" can be. 
 
You may ask why you need to calculate anything. Well some significant political 
decision may depend on that very calculation. 
 
Stochastic function is continuous but nowhere differentiable. Integrate that!! (Hint, Ito's 
lemma :-) 
 
Integration should be introduced with a stochastic function, showing students limit in 
probability first, and then limit in Riemann sense. 
 
In math, you are free to create any function! No proof required! Then, since you created 
it, you may well be interested in their properties. 
 
Forget about polynomials! You can create any type of functions in math, you can pair any 
two numbers for any reason whatsoever, because you can, because you are allowed (by 
ZFC axioms). If they interest you, even better. 
 
Polynomials are created from thin air or, which is almost the same from ZFC axioms. 
You are not required nor it's possible within math, to justify their introduction 
 
Directional thinking supported by related systems of axioms. 
 
Combustion is, in its essence, an electrical reaction between the fuel and oxygen 
molecules.  
 
The moment you find when a stack of bricks becomes architecture, you will find out 
when numbers and operations in math become beauty. 
 
Proof in math is like a proof in any other field. Logic of proof is the same. The only 
difference is math has well defined starting assumptions, axioms, and that it deals with 
numbers, counts only, their relations, patterns. 
 
Word "IF" is the Magical Wand of Math. Using "IF" you can generate vast quantity of 
numbers, functions, patterns with no reference to reality. 
 
Can you have debates, opinions in Engineering? Yes, but not on Physics Laws. You can 
debate initial and boundary conditions! 
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In logic, p AND q => s. Your "p" is your strong will, motivation, your resolve, decision 
to do something. You then decide what is "q" from your world of ideas. Then "s" will 
follow. 
 
Math should help you think more freely. Math shouldn't prohibit all your other thoughts 
and thinking in order to correctly add two numbers. 
 
I would let students write an essay why they don't like math, and then work with him or 
her on the  case by case basis. 
 
Women Mathematicians. Danica McKellar, Hollywood star (IMDB: http://tiny.cc/lwhrh) 
and published math author (J. Phys.) http://tiny.cc/cwrk8 
 
The confusion in applying math is that in math you have only one number 2, while in 
field of applications you have to keep track where all the different 2s are coming from.  
 
Track to creativity. Chose world of interest. Axiomatize it. Chose world where you 
interpret results. Axiomatize it. Play with both worlds. 
 
When my world of axioms clashes with your world of axioms, fallacies might fly like 
sparks! 
 
The first course in calculus should include Ito's Lemma and Ito's calculus, to show other 
kind of limits like the limit in probability. 
 
Finding patterns within facts in any subject of study, even initially very boring ones, can 
make that subject way more interesting. 
 
Comedians not only discover what properties are the same between two objects or 
concepts, but they also select those which are funny! 
 
Mathematics doesn't need to know nor needs to care what are you quantifying! Language 
that describes the ways of quantification doesn't belong to math 
 
Quantification is broader term than measurement. You can quantify by simply assigning 
a number, sometimes even without any counting or measurement. 
 
Fuzzy logic - Never trust 100% the other side of a logical connective. :-) 
 
Can you learn to play chess? No. You can only learn rules. How to play it will be up to 
you. 
 
My results are wrong, yet I think logically. It's because my assumptions are wrong. 
 
The difficulty of being innovative is in the fact that you don't know what should be on the 
other side of a logical connective. 
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When a school claims "we'll teach you C++ so you can be a programmer" is the same as 
"we'll teach you English so you can be Shakespeare". 
 
How emotions enter math: "Boeing wasn’t happy with the way the Air Force calculated 
the higher fuel costs of the A330." http://tiny.cc/fl4vx 
 
While number 5 is only 5 in math, it really matters what, when, and where you counted, 
in physics. Was it meters, seconds, mass, speed..? 
 
Our emotions are like a guitar, like strings, waiting inside us to be plucked and played 
into a melody not yet heard. 
 
To be a good writer you have to know the matter you would like to write about very well. 
 
2.5%. 
 
You probably wondered what 2.5% meant in the previous line. That's my point! 
Mathematician sees just that, 2.5%. No other meaning is required to start or continue 
mathematical analysis. 
 
Computers work with two bits, 0, 1. Humans work with interpretation of bits. 
Consequently, a single bit can have billions of interpretations. 
 
A very decision whether you will add or subtract two numbers frequently has nothing to 
do with math. It can come from a non mathematical thinking. 
 
Field of math application is to math is as a driver is to his car. To physicist it matters 
where he drives, while mathematician doesn't care. 
 
Applied math - clash or harmony between two or more axiomatic systems, one of which 
is in mathematics. 
 
Worse thing than making a bad decision is to do nothing about it. Others who know you 
made a bad decision will take further advantage of it by watching you sitting and doing 
nothing. 
 
Mathematics is never used as a motivational method for a student to do something else. 
But student has to find another motivation to do math. 
 
Issue how math is thought is that teachers mix nonmathematical reasoning with math 
statements derived directly from fundamental axioms. 
 
In order to explain to student that 2 + 3 = 5, at one point it should be signified that no real 
world examples are necessary to state the addition. 
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Kids should be told the fact that "Mary gave Peter two apples" has nothing to do with 
math. It's a matter of sociology, psychology, economy, agriculture, biology. To illustrate 
perhaps even better the intersection of math and other disciplines. Once the speed 
counting or measurement (157.5 km/hr) is done (mathematics), a lawyer can say whether 
the driving (behaviour) at that speed was right or wrong (law).  
 
For each real world example in math students should be shown that formula can be 
obtained from axioms. 
 
New fields with applied mathematics. Quantitative physiology, quantitative finance, 
quantitative biology, quantitative sailing :-) etc .... 
 
My goal here is not to talk about stochastic PDEs, integrals, other differential equations. I 
want to show where they are coming from. 
 
In order to make a winning invention you have to discover the right system of relations, 
figure out its axioms, and generate the winning premises. 
 
Logic deals with truth values, but, determining what is true, in the first place, has, in 
many cases, nothing to do with logic. 
 
Instead of addition, subtraction, etc...I would introduce exercises with operation "pick a 
number" in the first five lectures in math. 
 
You can not "apply" math in some field, simply because, in math, you do not know what 
are you counting. You can only "utilize" math. 
 
No matter what direction of thinking you are taking (logical, practical, irrational) 
emotions are there to stop or encourage you to do that. 
 
Invention is picking right premises from a real world axiomatic systems. How we pick 
them? By intuition, emotion, feel, trial and error. 
 
I like when a physicist postulates! Using fancy word "postulate" to say "I have no idea 
where this formula comes from, but it might work!" 
 
Axioms in one system are often theorems in the other. 
 
From "About..." section of book "Mathematical Physiology": Of interest both to applied 
mathematicians and quantitative physiologists. 
 
Precise logical processing in thinking is necessary but not sufficient to succeed. Initial 
assumptions must be correct and valuable. 
 
Your brain logical unit will process anything with same accuracy, be it input from an 
emotional response or from a strict scientific thinking. 
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Emotional and scientific thinking. It's hard not to be emotionally attached to your 
scientific thinking. 
 
Emotions continuously make axiomatic systems and your logical brain process it, 
because it only deals with raw truth values. 
 
Sometimes emotions create an axiomatic system and then present it to your brain logical 
center for processing. Bad input gives bad output :) 
 
Your brain has amazing logical mechanism that can process any axiomatic system 
presented to it.  
 
Stand-up comedian may not make more logical connections than a good mathematician, 
but, cultural impact of the obtained result can be much greater. The secret is to chose 
right links. 
 
While repeatedly asking "Why?" can eventually bring you to quantum physics, asking 
"How and in what ways I can link things and concepts" will lead you to new inventions. 
 
One postulate in logic can be interpreted in billion ways. 
 
Feelings and logic. I have a strong feeling about that axiomatic system. 
 
Integration, in math, is just a summation, with limiting process added into the picture. 
 
Engineer sees clay and wants to make a brick. Artist sees clay and wants to make a 
sculpture. Architects do the both. 
 
Dare to think differently. 
 
Integral equations have integration boundaries open, unspecified. That's the point your 
creativity, as an engineer, inventor should kick in. 
 
The amorphous blob of matter is used to explain governing equations in aerodynamics. 
But it is not explained how the blob became an airfoil.  
 
You can not use amorphous blob of matter, put it through physics equations of 
aerodynamics and obtain an airfoil. It does not work that way. 
 
Politicians can not solve your integral or differential equation but they will tell you what 
the solution should be, and, hence, can influence your choice of initial and boundary 
conditions. 
 
You spend years in school to learn how to quantify an invention, without enough focus to 
inquire how invention is made at the first place. 
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It is always more interesting what is said (calculated) than which underlying language 
grammar (mathematical) rules are used. 
 
If you link Maxwell's equations, magnetic flux, EM induction, motor torque, speed with 
electric tattoo machine, physics lecture will rock!! 
 
I think my goal is to make student understand 100% what math is about and only then to, 
maybe, say "I don't like it". 
 
Interesting career path: AirAsia Airliner Pilot (First Officer, right seat in cockpit) is a 
model and Miss Thailand (2005), Chananporn Rosjan. 
 
Length of a musical note as a mathematical property has way less significance than 
emotional perception of the sound (note) of that length. 
 
In many fields you have to prove why certain calculations are necessary. In math you can 
just say "I can do that because axioms said I can". 
 
In physics, we can quantify things without knowing what they are and where they come 
from.  
 
Most of the physics is developed using an equation for which we don't know where it 
comes from and why it is there. Schroedinger's Equation. 
 
Once you start defining your own initial, boundary conditions for differential equations in 
physics you've entered world of real engineering creativity. 
 
Strict, precise Newton's Law of Gravitation does not prevent you to enter into it a 
completely random numbers for mass or distance. 
 
While a proof, in math, has to be very logical and precise, the genesis of it is usually 
described as art or unexplainable inspiration. 
 
Different arguments what belongs to a certain set, and why, are not part of math. They 
are things called disciplines (physics, economics..). 
 
It's puzzling how math can accept any given set cardinality, yet it takes so much 
argument to say what belongs to a set at the first place. 
 
If you were to invent mathematics, possibly from scratch, what would you invent first? 
What would be the situation to start it? Which rules? 
 
Some time ago I borrowed from a library a computer science book. Beside the problem 
about Dinning Philosophers somebody wrote "Why??". 
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Math does not care where the numbers are coming from. It's like a cashier in 
supermarket. No matter what's in basket there always be a sum. 
 
Functions in math should be introduced to students as pairs of numbers (arbitrary, to start 
with), and not as algebraic formulae. 
 
From math point of view, calculus could've come from simple "Let's assume that...". It 
was not necessary to analyze a physical process. 
 
Some parts of mathematics are developed by quantifying completely non mathematical 
relationships. 
 
Coulomb did not have any idea where the electrical charges are coming from or what 
they are, yet he formulated powerful Coulomb's Law 
 
Quantifying something does not mean you explained it. Newton did not have the slightest 
idea what gravity is yet he defined Law of Gravity. 
 
Axiomatic systems, as a way of thinking, need not to be a part of mathematics only. 
 
Knowledge of physics laws are only necessary but not sufficient condition to be a good, 
innovative engineer. Innovation is an art of specifying initial and boundary conditions for 
differential and integral equations. 
 
Inventors play with initial conditions, final solution ranges for force, movements, speed, 
and not with exact solutions of PDEs in between. 

20.  One Insight into Mathematics, Axioms, Logic, and Their 

Relations to Other Disciplines  

Mathematics is, in the sense of methodology, like any other scientific discipline, 
including law, economics, psychology, biology, physics, chemistry. Or, more precisely, 
all other disciplines should be very similar to mathematics, if they are to discover new 
truths and original solutions to their questions.  
 
I will demonstrate what are the two major similarities and one major difference. What 
differs mathematics from all of these disciplines is that mathematics deals exclusively 

with numbers, counts.  
 
It is, sometimes, hard to imagine that mathematics is an independent discipline, given 
how much we, as students, and later in career, are fed (and fed up!) and bombarded with 
numerous “real world” examples, starting with apples, pears, meters, acceleration, force, 
atomic mass, light wavelength etc.. Perhaps surprisingly to many of us, mathematics is an 
independent discipline and can be developed completely outside any real life example, 
i.e. other disciplines’ examples (physical processes, decision generated numbers, 
measurements) are not required for development and research in mathematics. 
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Mathematics deals with counts, numbers exclusively, and that's it. 
 
Now, similarities.  
 
First major similarity, and the reason why mathematics is called one of the most precise 
sciences, is that it uses strong logic methodology. But note, this logic is used as a tool of 
thinking to solve problems in math, and develop mathematics. Logic is a separate 
discipline that can, and should, universally be applied to any other scientific discipline.  
 
Second major similarity is that mathematicians succeeded to define initial truths in 
mathematics, truths to start the investigation with, starting postulates or axioms. But note, 
while an axiom might be considered a mathematical term, it can be applied to any other 
scientific discipline or any other creative direction of thinking who has for the goal to 
discover truth. Moreover, axioms are everywhere, we use it every day, but we do not call 
them axioms. Usually, these are initial assumptions in our directional thinking to solve a 
problem or to come up with a creative answer for something. Most of the decisions we 
make during the day involve usage of some kind of axiomatic system and premises 
derived from and within it. Define initial assumptions, create premises, make sure they 
are correct and start develop the system you are interested in. Any creative thinking 
usually involve two or more systems. Example can be music and emotions, language and 
grammar, film, media, social messages. 
 
Now, note how mathematics used logic and axiomatic approach to deal with counts! It is 
not that counts triggered development of logic and axioms. It's vice versa. Logic and 
axioms were there before, and are used to develop and enhance mathematics and are and 
should be used to enhance and develop scientific and other creative human disciplines. 

23.  Independence of mathematics. How the new ideas are 

born. Creatively combining different directions of thinking 

and axiomatic systems.  

Since math has initial axioms and uses as given a priory the concept of a sets, and 
membership to a set, it means that reasons why they are generated and hence the counts 
and sets cardinalities, are extraneous to the world of mathematics, and those reasons have 
to be remembered and manipulated separately. That means there is no other way to 
remember sets, other than by “brute force”, i.e. remember them as they are. If the 
different sets are coming, or are generated, from physics, economics, trading, quantitative 
finance, stochastic stock price movement, engineering, counting apples, etc, knowing 
where and why they are defined, is not a part of mathematics. That has to be clearly 
distinguished during any initial mathematics lecture. Of course, any logic, any language 
that describes relationships of concepts within a certain discipline, say in physics, that 
can help remembering with which sets we are dealing with, is welcomed. However, also, 
the same logic has a meaning in the field of its conception, namely, physics, engineering, 
economics, etc. But, it has to be remembered, although it looks like numbers and counts 
are defined by physics concepts, they are not. They are only used to quantify stuff in 
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physics, and physics definition of counts, numbers and their relationships are not 
necessary to define them in mathematics. These counts, functions, can be defined directly 
in math, essentially from mathematics fundamental axioms, independently from any field 
in which math is “applied”. If the physics concepts are really part of mathematics they 
will be used in mathematical proofs, but they are not. All math proofs are done using 
mathematical terms and definitions only.  
 
I can conclude that axioms, for any system, are barriers, but also a connection boundaries 
between any two or more worlds that are axiomatically defined. I will keep the examples 
of physics, as World # 1, with its own axioms and Laws, and Mathematics, as World # 2, 
with its own axioms.  

We can ask, if these systems are separated and are fully defined with their own axioms 
and postulates, how then can be any connection between them, if axioms are fully 
sufficient to define everything in each system (like it is said for mathematics axioms)? 
Moreover, how one system with completely different set of axioms can influence 
anything in another axiomatized system with its own and different set of axioms. One of 
the answers is, concepts in one system may be derived by abstraction from the other. For 
instance, counting objects in physics, economics, trading, or any counting leads to 
definition of a general concept of a number and rules to work with it inside mathematics. 
Then, usually, in these logically coupled systems, a theorem in one world, say physics, is 
usually a premise, or even axiom in the other, like mathematics. Also, you can form a 
new, hybrid axiomatic system by combining premises or even axioms from the two 
worlds, with logical connectives, “AND”, “OR”, implications, equivalence,  
etc….Remember those p, q, r, s from pure logic course? Those p, q can be premises from 
physics and math respectively! Hence a new logical statement, i.e. statement that has a 
truth value, true or false, can be made. Thus, we are forming a Hybrid Axiomatic System 
from Physics and Mathematics. This Hybrid System which we are used to see, or it’s 
better known as, a Textbook in Physics, a collections of  descriptions of phenomena that 
can make an impression to the reader that those math formulae can not exist without 
physics. But, they can. All math can be derived from its axioms. No real world examples 
are required for it. 
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Fig. 1. Axiomatic boundary as a separation but also a connection between two or more 
axiomatized systems. 
 
 
Let’s leave physics for now, and consider another real life example, say, a price of a 
mobile phone. Look how we have two concepts floating completely separately in our 
minds. A mobile phone and, say, a price of it. At this point we don’t know what the price 
is. It can be any number. Mobile phone is in non mathematical world, price as definition 
well, but a number (for the price) is in mathematical world. Note how arbitrary that 
number can be. The relationship, the rule to pair two concepts, between two worlds will 
be “price of”. On one side of this relationship is “mobile phone’, and on the other is 
“number”, a count (of related currency). So, the associated pair can be shown as (mobile 
phone, 3.75). But note how mathematics keeps its independence for whatever is on the 
left side of the number. It can be mobile phone, it can be a pen (price of pen), it can be an 
apple (apple, 3.75), or DVD like this (DVD, 3.75). This independence of mathematics 
from what is counted is allowing mathematics to be a separate discipline, with its own 
logic and axioms.  
 
Inception of new ideas come from finding one or more axiomatic systems that must have 
some kind of relationships, and combine premises, assertions, theorems from these 
systems, using, generally, logical connectives. For instance music. One system is that we 
can move fingers in many ways. Second system? We don’t know yet. We can use hands 
for many things. Choosing right second system is an art. So, we chose guitar. Now we 
have two systems. We can play a guitar. But, what is melody? What distinguishes a 
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melody from other sequence of sounds? It’s human aesthetic experience of it, our 
intrinsic interpretation of beauty when it comes to music. Now, we are in position to 
introduce the third system, not a neighbour who hates music, but, maybe more perceptive 
person, or our own perceptions for beautiful melody. We have now three systems, our 
fingers, guitar, and our perception for music, and through trial and error, say, eventually, 
we can compose or play a winning piece of music. 

24.  Mathematics Axiomatic Frontier and How Outer Worlds 

Puncture it to Generate Numbers  

Fog 1. Mathematics Axiomatic Frontier and How Outer Worlds Puncture it to Generate 
Numbers. 

 
 
 
Any number within Mathematical World (bounded by ZFC Axiomatic Frontier, including 
Axiom of Choice :-) is seen within Math World as generated directly from the 
Fundamental Axioms. But, applied mathematicians, and other people using math within 
their discipline,s (Civil Engineers, Traders, Physicist, as shown in this illustration) have 
to keep on a separate tab what they have just counted, i.e. what a particular number is 
associated with, and where it comes from. And that, the language, the particular 
discipline's language and logic, as it is illustrated, is extraneous to mathematics, and that 
fact should be signified to students when introducing them to math. There has to be a 
clear distinction between a particular discipline discourse, discipline's specific logic, 
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language of explanation, definitions, and pure math, math concepts that can be traced, 
essentially, to the fundamental ZFC axioms. 
 
Each thin arrow that goes from "Outer" world, world where the math is "applied", can 
generate a number inside Math world, and can generate a premise, postulate, relationship, 
formula, even differential and integral equation, right there. When the calculation is done, 
within Math, the result will be returned via thick arrow (through the semi permeable 
axiomatic boundary) to the discipline where the "request" for calculation came from.  
 
The drawing shows one more property. Math is not "applied" to the fields, but, it's rather 
used as a direction of thinking in order to solve some particular problem. The world 
"applied" probably came in use because the mathematical constructs, and math 
development in general, can be done without any of the Outer World "bubbles", 
disciplines (Economics, Physics, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering), and then, 
when there is a need, that math results can be matched with some requests from the Outer 
World. While certain domains of math development have been motivated by physical 
processes, that very same part of mathematics can be developed completely from 
mathematical axioms, without analyzing any physical process. 

25.  Mathematics and other fields and why math can be an 

independent discipline  

Math took off as a separate discipline when thinkers realized that 2 + 3 = 5 no matter 
what are you counting. Then, axioms came into light, setting math on a firm footing of 
logical thinking. But, when you use math in real life situations or when you apply math in 
various disciplines, you do not go through axioms and theorems, not even proofs, at least 
until later. You state something, like Coulomb's Electric Force formula or Newton's Law 
of Gravitation, but, what are you stating, what is it, from the mathematical point of view?  
 
You stated theorems, or premises, or postulates, whose quantitative relations are directly 
provable from ZFC axioms! From inside math it looks trivial. But, the actual selection, 
what postulate, quantitative assumption, premise, you chose, as your starting point, really 
matters a lot from the point of view of discipline that stipulated that formula. 
Mathematical axioms can not tell you which postulate will be of special interest to you. 
Math axioms just serves to tell you what operations and concepts you have at your 
disposal. And it's not much. You have a concept of a set, and few operations on sets, and 
that's, essentially, it! 
 
In general, once you see, note, distinguish, things that are common to many other 
concepts or objects, perhaps some common property, there is a big chance that that 
property and relationships between those properties, can take off as a separate discipline, 
with its own axioms and postulates, premises, theorems (and I am not talking only about 
math here!). World #1, is the world that has those objects with common properties 
between them. These common properties, and their relationships, can be abstracted from 
World #1 into separate (possibly and desirably axiomatic) system, let’s call it World #2. 
Then, World #1 can dictate the genesis of postulates and premises in that abstracted 
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(axiomatic) system, let's call it World#2. But, also, premises and theorems inside World 
#2 can be generated from its own axioms. 
 
Hence, the postulates, premises in World #2 can be generated from two sources. From 
World#1, with all descriptions and explanations using World#1's specific domain 
language, or, directly and independently from World#2 axioms! Example can be math 
and physics. Math expression y = ax^2 can be obtained directly from fundamental axioms 
of mathematics, which just tell you that you can, you are allowed, to do that, to do some 
math operations and then pair two numbers, one used as x and the other, y, obtained as 
the result of specified calculation. What is important though is that you can just chose, 
almost arbitrary, to generate a function, a map,  y = ax^2, without any further explanation 
why you have done that.  But, then, in physics, y = ax^2 can be E = mc^2 which required 
Nobel Prize way of thinking which objects to put in place of "a" and "x" in the formula y 
= ax^2. Here in physics, it matters what is measured, counted and not only its 
mathematical form. 
 
Hence, y = ax^2 can come from physics, engineering, economics, finance, and, while in 
math it is only counts what matters, in all those disciplines matters what you actually 
counted, or measured. The nature of countable objects, i.e. what is counted and reasons 
they are counted doesn't enter mathematics. Math only sees the count and what you 
require to do with the counts, namely you squared x, then multiplied it by a. Was it 
money (finance), was it production output (economics) or speed of light and mass 
(physics) math does not care. It will just deal with counts and give you result back after 
the multiplication. 

27.  Comparison Between Making Movies and Physics, 

Mathematics  

You will rarely see the movie whose sole purpose is to explain events from the point of 
view of physics (not talking about educational movies or documentaries) or movie that 
spends two hours showing three papers in physics. While the events presented in the 
movie can be analyzed from the physics point of view, like, calculating energy, motion, 
mass exchange, speed, force, these kind of results are not the purpose of the movies. In 
the movies you will use "What..if" method to construct events in order to explore their 
humanistic values, their emotional, moral, ethical impact.  
 
When you want to make a movie, you don't have to wait for an invention to be actually 
made and available. Let your imagination go its way by assuming that some inventions 
and discoveries are already there, but focus on humanistic part of the story and emotional, 
moral, ethical messages. 
 
A good movie has an axiomatic system of its own. Otherwise the movie will be 
unrealistic, incoherent, inconsistent at least.  
 
In movies you use "What..if" constructs to make a story and within it to explore human 
experiences and values, while in mathematics you use "what..if" to construct new 
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propositions and theorems. However, underlying logical thinking is the same in either 
way of creative work. 

30.  Where all those number series in math are coming from  

When I was an engineering student, I was wondering where all those number series are 
coming from. You know, those for which you have to prove the convergence, for 
instance. 
 
I always thought there's some special reason, something behind the scenes that 
mathematicians used to construct those series. But, it turns out it may not be so. Or, 
whatever reason they had, it may not be a mathematical reason, the motivation for it may 
be extraneous to math. The answer is, anyone can declare a series! In math you are 
allowed to form a series without any proof, almost directly from fundamental axioms of 
mathematics! You don't need to wait for high school education to do that. Once you are 
familiar with fractions, go ahead, create, construct, your own number series. And right 
there ask your teacher to introduce you to that delta-espilon definition of limit! No proof 
needed for constructing a series! How so? Because, essentially, fundamental axioms in 
math tell you that you can create numbers at free will, you can define sequences as you 
wish. So, you can define, say number 2, then multiply by itself, 2, 3, 4, 5,.. times and 
each time you decide to divide 1 by that and then sum them. Like here, 1/2 + 1/(2^2) + 
1/(2^3) + 1/(2^4) + ..... Notice how arbitrary you came up with choosing the number and 
defining the sequence of operations. And you can define these sequences as much as you 
want. There is no other way! Nothing else behind the scene. 
 
Now, proving whether it converges or not is a different story. However, look that you can 
define what needs to be proven! Why would you define any series? Mathematician will 
say because you can! Do you really want to? You may not want to! That's the possible 
state of affairs too. Now, once you define it, math does not care whether you liked it or 
not, were you motivated or not, or, whether the series came form some physical or other 
process measurements, or from you just playing with numbers,. The series, as it is, can 
come into existence just because you can create them. Quantities, counts, numbers are 
independent from real world concepts. You are allowed, again, by fundamental axioms in 
math to do that. And there can be many, many series, but again, they are all arbitrarily 
created. Try it by yourself! Just create a series, a sequence and try to find the sum, or 
determine whether it converges. That's all what's to it. 
 

31.  Math can not tell between real and fictional world. Fairy 

tale is as real to mathematics as physics is 

Some parts of mathematics are developed by quantifying completely non mathematical 
relationships, specifying what to count, why to count, way of counting, and sequence of 
specific calculations. Perhaps, without that "outside mathematics" relationships certain 
parts of math would not be developed. One example is calculus.  
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It is fascinating, to me, how completely arbitrary, even subjective, sometimes very vague 
descriptions can lead into specific mathematical operations and calculation sequences. 
Example can be valuation of financial instruments, Black-Scholes equation and calculus. 
However, all mathematics can be developed without any outside input. We are used to 
think that, perhaps, physics, for instance, developed mathematics. But, it is not so. It may 
only motivate to select certain sets, numbers and sequence of calculations on them. These 
sequences can be developed within math too. Outside world may motivate us what to 
count, when, in in what order. Fair to say, it can lead to selection of certain mathematical 
mechanisms. But, again, those mechanisms can be constructed within math too, 
independently from any outside interference. 
 
Now, here is one interesting thing. Many of us are trying to find the relation between the 
real world and mathematics. How we can apply mathematics to real world? We may have 
a tendency to think that math is linked, that it is dependent on real world. But it is not so. 
Math can not distinguish, can not tell between real and fictional world or concepts. For 
example, if you have two dragons, and if each dragon ate 53 kg of coal, how much coal 
in total they ate? The answer is 2 x 53 = 106 kg of coal. Here we used mathematics in a 
fairy tale situation. Moreover, we have used fictional, even untruthful concepts to do 
calculation. The dragons have nothing to do with physics or with real world! Especially 
coal eating. Yet, mathematics can not see that. It can not tell is the relationship between 
numbers you provide to it fictional or real, math can not see why you do calculation. It is 
you that specify what and why has to be counted, calculated and those requests you plug 
in into math.  
 
You may ask now, how math can be developed independently. Here is one illustration. 
Let's say a person writes number 7. Then he writes number 25. You don't know whether 
he counted anything or he just plays with numbers. He may add these two numbers, 
subtract. Whatever he wants. Let's say he multiplies them. So, 7 x 25 = 175. Looking at 
this mathematics operations you can not tell what is counted, if it is counted at all. It can 
be just play with numbers. Yet, it can be 7 train cars with 25 tones of grain on each, or 7 
dragons with 25 kilograms of coal they ate, or 7 boxes with 25 CDs in each. The common 
calculation for both is 7 x 25 = 175. You can reuse this general mathematical result in all 
those cases. But, again, you can still independently play with numbers, as we have just 
seen, without keeping track what is counted. You may be interested to work with 
numbers only. Meaning, you can, just say now, do 8 x 30 = 240. Then note that 240 > 
175. These investigations of numbers properties makes  mathematics an independent 
discipline. 
 

34.  Some Thoughts How a Number In Math Can Be Obtained  

A number, in math, can come from measuring, counting, observing, watching, listening, 
dreaming, intuition, guess, random selection, ...  
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In addition to +, -, * and /, there is one more important operation in math: pick a number! 
That is how limit in calculus is defined! 
 
Limit, in math, and hence derivative and integral, are defined by incorporating a “pick” 
operation in the sequence of required operations.  
 
Pick a wrong number, and no matter how accurate your addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, or division is, result may be useless.  
 
Before you add subtract, multiply, or divide, you have to pick a number. picking a 
number is very important mathematics operation.  
 

35.  Scientific, Fiction, and Science Fiction Writing Styles  

Here is something for fellow artists, painters, writers, film makers, who perhaps ventured 
in the direction of quantitative thinking, mathematics, and sicence. And, something for 
engineers and scientist who would like to see what the story writing is about. 
 
Why fairy tales, fiction stories, and movies can be accepted, enjoyed so easy and with so 
much pleasure, yet they may have a complete disregard of physics laws? We are thought 
physics in school and yet that knowledge seems to be useless for many of us. Way more 
success and, if you wish, commercial success, can be achieved with writing completely 
fictional stories without any obligation to follow laws of physics in them. Why is that and 
how is that possible? 
 
The answer is humans have a strong emotional faculty in their brains. Emotions, moral, 
then ethics is always used as a final judgment about everything that is thrown at a man. 
Even the newest technological inventions, never seen before, will be immediately judged 
by a person for its emotional, moral, ethical, human value. Yet, the reverse is not true. 
You can not use emotions and morals to construct, say, bridge, or electrical motor, or 
internal combustion engine. 
 
For fantasy, fictional stories, it does not matter whether the things inside stories are 
technically feasible or possible, as long as you present a story that has emotional, moral, 
ethical value in it. As long as you trigger emotions, explore moral, ethical questions, look 
for what men and women value in their human experience, it does not matter how big is 
the space ship, is it possible to travel faster than light, or are there are Dragons or not. 
Pick something that will stir emotions, something that will show which values are at 
stake and don't worry if physics laws are followed or not. The story is not about a 

physics laws, it is about human values. The story is about which emotional, moral, 
sociological, personal values are at stake when you construct an engine, say, by 
specifying nicely boundary and initial conditions and then solve numerically (or in closed 
form) related partial differential equations (PDEs). Engineers and physicist will do the 
PDE solution, but politicians, writers, and philosophers will tell you what is nice or not to 
do with your device. However, engineers can also write a story if they shift their creative 
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focus from specifying boundary conditions, solving numerically PDEs to answering the 
questions how their device will be used, and what value to humanity, society, individuals 
will the device, or PDE solution, have from emotional, moral, ethical point of view.  
 
While in fictional story telling you don't need to prove the technical possibility of the 
devices that are part of your story, like ships, cars, magical liquids, powerful weapons, 
etc, in science fiction writing you not only have to develop emotional, moral, human 
impact, but also have to use technically accurate and technically possible solutions for 
those devices and machines. Unfortunately, the strong presence of technical detail, to 
prove the scientific background of futuristic devices and machines featuring in a science 
fiction story, frequently takes away dramatic, human part of the story. It is, apparently, 
hard to achieve, at the same time, high dramatization in an SF work, while maintaining 
technical accuracy of inventions, technical devices, and machines. 
 
Here we see why the scientific papers are, essentially, very boring to many (scientist do 
not describe their possible excitement while making that particular scientific or 
engineering discovery, that's for later movie screenplay and fiction writers). The 
engineers and scientists insist on technical and scientific accuracy (which is, actually, the 
only way to communicate the findings), while fiction writers signify the importance to 
explore human experience, emotional, and moral value of the story events and social 
impact of technical discoveries, devices. Hence, you will never find a paper title 
classified as electrical engineering story, but only electrical engineering paper. However, 
once the technical paper fulfils its role to accurately describe the invention, innovation, 
discovery, construction, scientific finding, it can be judged or analyzed from the 
humanistic, moral, and emotional point of view. That's the exact point where the pure 
fiction or science fiction writing creativity takes place and can take off. 
 
Here is my breakdown of the genres and its major requirements: 
 
1. Technical, scientific paper – describes, from purely technical, scientific point of view 
a machine, invention, discovery, within a specific discipline, without going into any 
analysis what kind of impact it can have on a society from a moral, emotional, 
psychological, economic, political, legal or any other point of view. Emotional, moral 
impact can not serve as a factor to value the truthfulness and accuracy of technical, 
scientific results presented in paper. 
2. Fiction – arbitrarily employs in the creative process any kind of machines, devices, 
fantastic inventions, discoveries (huge ships, light speed travel, extra strong weapons, 
supernatural powers) without taking care are they possible or not. The importance is put 
on humanistic, moral, emotional, social effects and consequences from dealing and using 
these machines. 
3. Science Fiction – carefully employs and describes machines, inventions, discoveries 
that feature in the story, making attempts to logically predict the futuristic technical 
solutions, while at the same time, using fictional characters and dramatizing events, try to 
analyze the humanistic, moral, emotional, social effects and consequences of dealing with 
and using those machines. 
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Fiction writers are not, usually, technically inclined, but they give the powerful human 
message within their work, and are possibly way better selling authors on the market. 
Science fiction writers, in most cases, lack the deeper human message in their writings, 
but are good in presenting where the technology might go in the future. 

Fiction writing. Mystery of the definition. Where the ideas are coming from and where 
you should search for them? 

Fiction part of the definition means I will , by myself only, establish fictitious truths, 
starting points for events, for plot, and then build premises, and develop story based on 
them. The initial truths I assume are called axioms, and premises, and it is within these 
axiomatic system where the story will be developed.  

Now, in fiction writing, outside science fiction, the focus and emphasis are on human, 
emotional, moral, ethical values and human experiences, also including moods and 
feelings. The focus is not on discovering universal physical laws, making new 
engineering designs, or completing biology systematization.   

However, in science fiction writing, there will be inclusion of human experiences and 
exploration of human values, but as a result of influence of industrial and other technical 
environments and inventions. Contrast this with a scientific paper published in a leading 
science or engineering journal, like ones that belong to IEEE or, say, Nature. The purpose 
of those papers is to show the objective, scientific truth, technical invention, or discovery, 
within the area of interest, and not to explore its influence on human moral, emotional 
and other values.  

Fiction part of the definition “fiction writing” still has a strong logical component. These 
logical rules are associated with, and used on, firmly and consistently established initial 
premises, assumed to be true but which are, in essence, fictitious. However, the plot setup 
and initial events and the story framework may be fictitious but the story developed based 
on them has to carry strong logical structure and consistency to convey, at the end, very 
real emotions, feelings, moods, and moral messages to the reader or movie goer.  

In fiction writing, the emotions are real. There is no doubt about that, as you may have 
experienced while reading a good book or watching a good movie. Not only that we are 
interested in logically correct conclusions in the story, but we are interested to experience 
real emotions and sense real moral significance from the story. We do not care if the set 
up is fictional or not. That’s the actual magic of fiction literature and movies in general. 

Fiction writing is, probably, one of a few human thinking activities that start with 
fictitious setup to produce quite real emotions. As long as you focus on emotional aspects 
of the story, there is a big chance it will be read by wide, emotionally perceptive 
audience. 

So, when looking for ideas for your fiction story, look for events that will have a strong 
message in human experience domain. Emotions, mood, feelings, and moral messages 
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are real in the fictional story, even if the story framework is completely located in a 
fantasy world. 

38.  Can Emotions and Morals Help You Solve an Engineering 

Problem? 

This chapter is more a rumination over a cup of double espresso in my favourite coffee 
shop, rather than a rigorous summary of read published scientific papers on the topic. 
Although, the content is related to the scientific literature have read. The writing fuses my 
thoughts initially triggered by the questions where the inventions come from, why do we 
have, sometimes writers block, and how we can discover new things in the world around 
us. These are the sketches that can inspire you to think in your own way about these 
subjects. 
 
Let's explore the relationship between social awareness brain circuitry and brain circuitry 
responsible for math and  engineering.  
 
Moral, ethical, emotional values are hard wired in our brains mostly by evolution. This 
circuitry (assuming we are familiar with biochemistry, this means the configurations 
involving biochemical processes in neurons and their connections) will respond to any 
stimulus, event, object, concept thrown at them. Amazingly enough not only that 
emotional or moral responses will be present for known things, but, the responses will be 
there for things and concepts never seen before, like new inventions, discoveries etc.  
 
Engineering and mathematics have no logical or axiomatic connections with moral or 
emotional circuitry, except by this automatic, evolutionary made, stimulation, a brain 
process that will judge everything from a moral or emotional standpoint.  
 
New connections within brain are made once the engineering solution is presented to it. 
Finding engineering solutions, using axiomatic web of physics laws and mathematics, 
sends non stop moral and emotional signals to the specific brain circuitry. Yet, these 
signals rarely help finding the engineering solution for particular task or a problem. In 
order to find those engineering solutions you have to think within the logical realm of 
engineering and mathematics. However, ignoring and suppressing these moral and 
emotional reactions and responses while dealing with engineering problems will make 
you, most likely, a social misfit, eccentric, and possibly neurotic.  
 
There is, however, one aspect of our emotional and artistic abilities that can find a place 
in overall engineering design. When you can chose between two equivalent technical 
solutions, you may want to chose one that is aesthetically more appealing. It can be 
choosing the shape of a new toaster or choosing a wing or tail location for the aircraft jet 
engine. This is equivalent to, actually, choosing initial and boundary conditions while 
solving differential and integral equations.  


